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MSU Basketball Statistics for 9 Games (Continued) 
SCORES & SCHEDULE: 
Mercer 93, MSU 86 
Va. Commonwealth 116, MSU 85 
MSU 104, Union (Ky .) 72 
UNC-Charlotte 94, MSU 83 
Marshall 84 , MSU 80 (OT) 
MSU 93, Georgia State 80 
Feb. 2 EASTERN KENTUCKY 
5 At Illinois State 
9 MURRAY STATE 
11 A US TIN PEAY 
MSU 97, Southern Mississippi 92 
MSU 92, Louisiana Tech 86 (OT) 
MSU 96, Louisiana Tech 70 
16 At Western Kentucky 
18 At Middle Tennessee 
20 SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 
23 At Tennessee Tech 
25 EAST TENNESSEE 
Jan. 12 At Austin Peay 27 MARSHALL 
14 At Murray State 
19 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
21 WESTERN KENTUCKY 
26 At East Tennessee 
28 TENNESSEE TECH 
Mar. 2 At Eastern Kentucky 
POINTS: 33 
FG ATTEMPTED: 23 
FG SCORED: 14 
FT ATTEMPTED: 15 




FG ATTEMPTED: 91 
FG SCORED: 46 
FT ATTEMPTED: 37 








IND IV ID UAL SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
Coulter vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 
Coulter vs. Louisiana Tech, 12-19-7 3. 
Lyons vs. Lnuisiana Tech , 12-19-73. 
Coulter vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 
Lyons vs. Louisiana Tech, 1-7-74. 
Coulter vs. Loujsiana Tech, 12-19-7 3. 
Lyons vs. Louisiana Tech, 1-7-74. 
Wallen vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 
Lyons vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 







TEAM SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
Union, 12-6-73. 

































OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
Larry Hudson, a 6-5 freshman forward from Carr Creek, scored 20 
points Monday night to lead Morehead State University's junior varsity 
to a 117-70 basketball win over Southeastern Community College. 
Five other MSU players hit in double nigures--Mike Kelley, 16; 
David Glasscoe, 15; Winnie Hughes, 14; Ron Frederick , 13; and Stan 
Dixon, 13. 
The Young Eagles took a 68-24 halftime lead and coasted for the 
victory. The win raised their record to 3-1. 
MSU's jayvees host Georgetown College's junior varsity team 
Jan. 19 at 5:30 p.m. in Wetherby Gymnasium. 
1111111111 II II II 
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MOREHE~TATE UNIVERSITY 
1974 Football Outlook 
l Mo rehead State University Head e Football Coach Roy Terr y 'ii • ._. 
--... 
.. looking for key replacements as he begins his third year a t the 
"-,€azle. hel3 < 
IMsu los t two quarterbacks, a majority of its offensive and 
defensive linemen 
-MSU returns _. quarterback 
Alex 
---........ ~f ... O\JC 
last season, ..... 11 .. llllmii ... aw~~~~ .. --..:_ .,.. 
scoring 50 
points last 
411llllllllll Defensively, r eplacements 
u "'\ 
linebacking and most of the secondary 
, lb-2, l.,D, So)./. lo-I 120 So. 












MSU Football Outlook 2-2-2-2-2-2 
\The secondary is led by All-OVC defe sive bac~ Vic 
and · unior cal Lon ,-4./, tq~ rr.) 
b~,I~ 
William , who 
intercepted seven ~asses are defensive 
b-3 22~3°~) -~-a4::....:~~.,... ye C6"1 tv-
ends Joe Dillow and Karl Hop will be attempting to~ .. illmllfrt.-. 
from a knee injury . 
L"we feel iiiii we have the nucleus of a fine football team," said 
............ Ii Terry. "We should be strong in the offensive 
1111111111 .. ~backfiel~ebackerljand in the secondary. But, to be 
success f u 1, we must find starters .... ILE::.iil~Q!11ilalMlllllli•~•llfllm. o~ 
~iiiiii:l-:;;;ii:;;•m•lii~ lines and at 
,, 
wide receiver. Jlll9oili=i~lll!• 
sees Western Kentucky, 
ovc. 
11111111111111 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With the final pre-conference warm-up behind them, 
the Morehead State University Eagles set their sights on the Ohio 
Valley Conference opener Saturday. 
The Eagles, fresh off a 96~70 romp of Louisiana Tech, enter 
conference play with a four-game win streak and a 5-4 record. 
11We showed signs of improvement in the win over Louisiana Tech, 11 
said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. "I was very pleased with our 
defensive showing and the play of our starters." 
The Eagles led Tech 53-39 at halftime before shutting out the 
Bulldogs for the first six minutes of the second half to decide the 
issue. Senior forward Leonard Coulter led the Eagles in scoring with 
24 points and grabbed 16 rebounds. 
Senior guard-forward Eugene Lyons and junior forward Arch Johnson 
each contributed 21 points. Lyons became the 12th player in MSU 
history to score 1,000 points in a career when he canned a jump shot 
with 4:57 to go. Guard Howard Wallen and center Ted Hundley each had 
eight points. 
MSU opens the ovc title race this weekend with games at defending 
champion Austin Peay Saturday and at Murray State Monday. 
"It's a whole new season now," said Harrell. "What we did before 
doesn't matter. It's what we do in the next 14 games that will decide 
how successful our season will be." 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A junior college transfer and a Tennessee 
all-stater are Morehead State University's latest football recruits. 
MSU Head Coach Roy Terry announced the signing of Ken Wolf of 
Lebanon, Ohio, a 6-3, 245-pound offensive tackle from New Mexico 
Military Academy, and Tommy Thomas, a 6-2, 190-pound defensive end, 
from Knoxville Rule High School. 
Wolf, a former high school standout in Ohio, is the son of 
Mrs. Adeline Wolf, 1625 Meadow Lane, Lebanon. 
Thomas, picked as the high school "lineman of the year" in 
the Knoxville area, is the son of Mrs. Estelle Thomas, 1934 Texas 
Ave., Knoxville. 
"We are very pleased to have these outstanding young men in 
our program," Terry said. "Both of them can make a contribution 
next season." 
:~ :: 1111 It# 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, KY.---Morehead State University Tennis Coach George 
Sadler has announced the enrollment of an outstanding recruit from the 
Carribean. 
Anthony Morean of Scarborough, Tobago, West Indies, will be eligible 
for the spring season. 
Morean finished third in the Sugar Bowl Tennis Tournament last 
month and is the youth singles champion of Trinidad . 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
Special to the Morehead News 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
Morehead State University's wrestling, swinuning and track 
teams will be in action during the next three days. 
The wrestlers, coached by Dr. David Beaver, carry a perfect 
2-0 record into their meet with Hanover College Thursday at 8 p.m. 
in Wetherby Gymnasium. 
Coach Bill Mack's swinuners, who have a 1-1 record, host West 
Virginia Tech Saturday at 6 p.m. at Senff Natatorium. 
The first indoor track season in MSU's history opens Saturday 
at Ashland, Ohio, as Buck Dawson's squad competes against Cleveland 





OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
.MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's basketball Eagles 
return home this week to meet Ohio Valley Conference co-leader Middle 
Tennessee. 
The Eagles, 5-6 overall and 0-2 in the ovc, lest on the road last 
e weekend to Austin Peay, 80-70, and to Murray State, 74-72. 
"We were disappointed in the road trip, 11 said MSU Head Coach Bill 
Harrell. "We felt we should have at least split the games." 
MSU fell victim to two of the best shooters in the conference in 
Austin Peay's Fly ~illiams and Murray State's Mike Coleman. Williams 
scored 35 points and pulled down 15 rebounds and Coleman scored 34 
points. 
The Eagles return to the friendly confines of Wetherby Gymnasium 
Saturday night to meet the surging Blue Raiders. MTSU has won 10 
straight games and brings an 11-2 record into the game. 
"Middle Tennessee may be the best team in the Ohio Valley 
Conference at this point in the season," said Harrell. "We must 
regroup and be ready to play our best." 
MSU hosts Western Kentucky on Monday night. 
###"ij :rn 111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's wrestling team 
captured nine of 10 weight classes last weekend to take a 40-3 victory 
over Hanover College . 
Three Eagles pinned their opponents. They were Tim Dench in the 
126-pound class, Bob Shiver at 167 and heavyweight Gerry Anthony. 
James Wilson won the 118-pound class by forfeit and decisions were 
captured by Bill Clayton at 134, Mickey Rzymek at 142, Stuart Hunter 
at 158, Don Sundberg at 177 and Ray Brewer at 190. 
It was the third win of the season for MSU's unbeaten grapplers. 
Dr. David Beaver's matmen return to action this Saturday at 
Cedarville, Ohio. 
11 ii 11111111111111 11 11 l:f: 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . --- A sign hanging near the swimming pool at 
Morehead State University reads "Records are meant to be broken" 
and the MSU swim team did it five times last weekend in a 72-36 
decision over West Virginia Tech. 
The new school marks were set by Ken Watkins in the 200-yard 
freestyle , Bill Lowe in required diving, captain Jack Ablen in the 
200-yard backstroke, Steve Dunn in the 500-yard freestyle and Brent 
Lange in the 200-yard breaststroke . 
Other Eagle winners were Steve Dunn in 1,000-yard freestyle, 
Dave Gladura in the 60-yard and 100-yard freestyles, Lee Smith in 
the 240-yard individual medley, Dick Gilbert in the 200-yard 
butterfly, Lowe in optional diving, Ablen , Lange, Jim Geiman, and 
Gladura in the J60-yard medley relay and the 400-yard freestyle 
relay team of Dunn, Terry Sefton , Mike Miller and Rick Fuller. 
The Eagles carry a 2-1 record into Friday's 5 p.m . home meet 
with Marshall. Morris Harvey visits Saturday at 2 p.m. 
1t# 11111111111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KEN'IUCKY 40351 
Special to The Morehead News 
TELEPHONE: 
606/ 783-3325 
With their first two Ohio Valley Conference basketball 
victories under their belts, Morehead State's Eagles visit East 
Tennessee this Saturday. 
Reserve guard James Washington, forward Leonard Coulter and 
guard Eugene Lyons shared the hero roles Saturday and Monday as 
the Eagles defeated Middle Tennessee and Western Kentucky. The 
victories evened MSU's OVC record at 2-2 and raised the overall 
mark to 7-6. 
Lyons scored 19 points and Washington sparked a second-half 
rally Saturday night as Morehead State won, 82-77, to stop 
Middle's 10-game winning streak. Coulter added 16 points and 12 
rebounds and freshman center Ted Hundley had 11 points and 11 
rebounds. 
The game was tied 10 times before the Eagles took the lead 
for good when Lyons hit a layup with 4:30 remaining. The 6-5 
senior scored seven points in the final six minutes. 
Washington, a 6-1 junior from Frankfort, came off the bench 
Monday night to hit six long-range jump shots in the second half 
as the Eagles dropped Western, 93-74. 
(MORE) 
MSU Basketball 2-2-2-2-2 
Coulter, collecting 13 of 23 field goal attempts, scored 16 
points in each half and grabbed 12 rebounds. Wallen scored 12 
points and handed out eight assists and Hundley had 10 rebounds 
and nine points. 
Substitute center George Williams, a 6-8 junior, was a 
defensive standout, blocking six shots to raise his season total 
to 66. 
The first half was close with the Eagles holding a 44-36 
halftime margin. The Hilltoppers led briefly in the second half 
before the Eagles rallied behind Washington and Coulter. 
MSU hit on 38 of 78 field goal tries for a percentage of 
48.7 while Western Kentucky hit only 29 of 79 for 36.7 per cent. 
The Eagles committed only 12 floor mistakes to Western's 24. 
Morehead State returns home Monday to host Tennessee Tech. 




OFFI CE OF SPORTS INFORl1ATION 
MOREHEAD ST.i'.TE UNIVER~ITY 
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY ·~ . 3.31 
TELEPHONE: 
C. 16/78 3-33!5 
!F.OREHEAD, Ky. - --E}:?erie ncc a n d a s ound be nch h e l -,c c1 Mor eh eac 
~ ta te Unive r city ' s b asketball E::>gles even the ir Ohio Val l e y 
Confe r e nce record ·~i t h t wo home court •;Jin~ last •.1eel~en c~ . 
The Eaglec , no\·1 7-5 overc ll an~1 ?-? i n th!: OVC , use::~ t h e 
combin;i tion to t Etke victories o ver lli c~c" lc Te nnessee r.nd T!es tern 
Kentucky . 
~enior gua r d Eugene Lyon !: lee ·the Eagles t o a n 82-77 ·.1in ove r 
rii ckHc Tennec rr.e •1ith 19 ''oints , six r eboun c:\s a n <3 fo ur e>ss i s t s . 
But it 1·1a s the -,la y o f rec e r ve gu"rc~ J :·mcs :·1;;-sh i ngton •·!hich 
sealec~ the coom of the Bl.uc Rai-:'ers. ': 1c- ehington , hitting clutch 
bc-skets <'I nd making ke y st-:?als , contributed e ight '?oin t::- . 
i\11-0VC cenior fon 1a r cl Lzon0 r e Coulte r took cha r ge on f!IonC::ay 
nigh t a n d gui~e~ the Eagle s to a 9 3-7~ win ove r ~ ~stern Kentuc~y. 
He scorec: 3? ".>Ointc c: n C'. ''i ckec~. o ff 12 rebounds . 
But again it was the play of Washington which t urned the game 
around . Washing t on, a 5 -1 junior f rom Frank f o rt, e ntered the game 
mi dway in the second half and connected o n s ix straight l ong jump 
shots t o kill l'les t e rn's zone defense. 
"We were very h appy with Washingto n ' s play an d the effort our 
entire team gave," sa i d MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. "We needed to 
win a t home and now we a r e back in the race ." 
The Eagl es travel to Johnson Ci ty , Tenn . , t his Saturday to meet 
East Tennessee. Ha rre ll h as neve r won at ETSU in h i s fi ve seasons 
as the Eagl e me ntor. MSU r e turns home next Monday to meet Tennessee 
Tech. 
"This weeke nd is critically i mporta nt to our season, " said 
Harre ll . "We mus t con t inue winning to stay in cont ention." 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Six Morehead State University athletic teams 
will be in action this weekend. 
Coach Bill Harrell's basketball Eagles take a 7-6 overall record 
and a 2-2 conference mark to Johnson City, Tenn. to meet East 
Tennessee on Saturday night. 
MSU's junior varsity basketball team carries a four-game winning 
streak into its game at East Tennessee. The Eagles jayvees are 4-1 
on the year. 
The MSU women's basketball team opens its nine-game schedule 
Saturday at home at 2 p.m . against the University of Louisville. The 
MSU gals are coached by Sue Lucke . 
M.SU's unbeaten wrestling team is participating in a triangular 
meet at Cedarville, Ohio on Saturday. The Eagle grapplers are 3-0 . 
Morehead State's swim team is hosting two meets this weekend. 
Marshall visits Senff Natatorium Friday at 5 p . m. and Morris Harvey 
is Saturday's opponent at 2 p . m. M.5U is 2-1 in dual meets this 
season. 
Coach Buck Dawson's indoor track team goes to Lexington, Va. for 
a quadrangular meet with Washington & Lee, Madison College and VMI. 
tt lll:lllllf 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS I NFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 40351 
TELE PHONE : 
606/783-3325 
Freshman guard Mike Kelley sank t wo free t hrows wi th two 
seconds remaining Saturday night to g ive Morehead State University ' s 
junior varsity a 95-93 o vertime basketball victory at East Tennessee . 
MSU trailed 47-40 at halftime a n9 the l ead frequently exchanged 
' 
h ands . Sophomore forward Vic Williams scored MSU ' s final four points 
to tie the game at 89 as r egulation time elapsed . 
Kelley , a 5-10 freshman, scored four of the Young Eag l es ' six 
o vertime points and finished with 17. Freshman forward Larry Hudson 
l ed MSU with 20. Other double- f igure scorers were Charlie Frazier , 
18; Winnie Hughes , 16; a nd Ron Frederick , 12. 
Frederick grabbed 13 rebounds and Fraz i er 10 . 
The Young Eagles u pped their record to 5-1. They travel to 
Pikeville College tonight (Thursday ) and host Eastern Kentucky 
Saturday at 5:30 p . m. in Wethe rby Gynu1as i um . 
###### 
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- . . • 
sports • info 
• l MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead S tate University's basketball Eag les 
climbed back into the Ohio Valley Conference ... title picture with 1J1eete~~ 
"'- '\J i c. -\o'('" i fl .r /' 
.~over East Tenne s see and Tennessee Tee¥& 1.14 ' 5 M 




(,J - • wits to 
• 
• 
top spot in the conf ere nee wi t0T!J'''t e 0 ~ e; ~Cl t-_ 6~ /,. @, /n iii 
win. 
~;,,+ O~ ('OllS~ 
to a 22-2 edge at East Tennessee Saturday"'1111111 .... .-:=111111-6-
E~gene Lyons , a 6-5 senior guard
1
scored 26 points~bt' 
l MSU ran out 
4 ~ 1"~o -f.rt.'f ntDIJlf$ ./' 
12 of 14 field goal' attempts~ Leonard Coulter added 24 
-and Arch Johnson had 2~111 .. lii:lii:::l~l::llll!I!!!~ 
a tie for the ,,,...._ .... .. lead,• said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. 
men played - excellent basketball at East Tennessee 
a lot of poise against Tennessee Tech." 
l Not on~y ~id the Eagles run away from East Tennessee in the 
minutes~but they established a new OVC field goal shooting mark 
for I 69 . 5 
e per 
• 
MSU Basketball 2-2-2-2-2-2 
Eastern 
"Eastern •Eliill ... 'pe has an excellent basketball team," said Harrell. 
"With first .. place in the conference on the line, i t ddition to 
the natural rivalry, this will be a great game." 
~ The and Eagles and Colonels, two u.L. l .L.uu.i. teams - tied for the 
OVC lead, will be meeting for the 90th tirn?!J3. F I 
"*"''" l-29-74fh 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's wrestling team 
upped its season record to 5-0 last weekend with wins over 
Cedarville and Wright State. 
Tom Brainard pinned his opponent in the 118-pound class and 
heavyweight Gerry Anthony won by a 12-0 score to lead the MSU 
matmen to a 25-16 decision over Cedarville. 
Captain Mickey Rzymek won his sixth consecutive match of the 
year as the Eagles breezed past Wright State 29-5. 
The final home meet of the season is Friday against Maryville 
at 8 p . m. in Wetherby Gymnasium . 
#41 fl II fl ij 4t 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . Morehead State University's indoor track 
team won a quadrangular meet last weekend at Lexington, Va., in its 
second showing of the year . 
The Eagles compiled 76 points to defeat host VMI (60), Madison 
College (27) and Washington & Lee (17). 
Coach Buck Dawson's squad captured 10 events, including James 
Wright, 60-yard dash (:06.4); Jack Sivori, mile run (4:21 . 5) ; David 
Sawyer, 60-yard high hurdles (:07.8); Vic Wharton, 440-yard dash 
(:51 . 6); Doug Osborn, two-mile run (9:42 . 8); Mike Marksbury, shot 
put (Sl~r: Doug Pierce, pole vault (13'); and Danny Hamblin, high 
jump (6-0). 
Also, the MSU milo relay team finished first with a time of 
3 : 35 . 0. 
"We are very pleased with the progress we have made in two 
meets this season," said Dawson. "It has been good for our people 
to realize the satisfaction of winning." 
MSU is participating in the Indiana University Invitatio.nal 
this Sa tur.day. 
#II 1111 II# 
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1 OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
Morehea d State's women ' s basketball team divided its first two 
games, defeating Louisville, 49-46, on Saturday and losing 37-32 to 
Kentucky on Monday. 
Patrice Sorenson scored 12 points to lea d Coach Sue Lucke 's team 
over Louisville. Nancy Kattine added nine and Sara Moore eight for MSU. 
Miss Kattine led the MSU attack against UK with nine points and Miss 
Sorenson and Diane Even scored eight each. Mrs. Lucke praised the 
defensive play of Rachel Oskins and Duana Browning.·. 
MSU hosts Centre College Wednesday (Feb. 6) at 3:30 p. m. in the 
Laughlin . Health Building. The Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference 





MOI EHEAD STATE UNIVERSfTY 
1973-74 Varsity Basketball StatistiC!Si (15 Games) 
Fecord: 9-6 (OVC, 4-2) 
PLAYER G FG Pct. FT Pct. Kcb ~ PF-D A : r ~ i-! i 
Leonard 
COULTER ..... 15 145-273 .531 76-108 .704 165 11.0 48-2 23 364 24.3 33 
Eugene 
LYONS . .... .. 15 93-201 . 463 64-83 
Arch 
JOHNSON ..... 15 71-136 .522 41-50 
Howard 
WALLEN ...... 12 35-72 
James 
WASHINGTON .. 14 34-78 
Ted 
HUNDLEY . . ... 14 30-75 
George 
WILLIAMS ... . 15 36-87 
Ron 
.486 27-33 
. 436 19-27 
. 400 18-28 
. 414 10-22 
.771 60 4.0 50-2 35 250 16.7 26 
.820 67 4.5 34-0 13 183 12.2 27 
.818 15 1.3 18-0 61 97 8.1 18 
.704 19 1.4 18-0 35 87 6.2 l~ 
. 643 69 4.9 38-3 9 78 5 . 6 11 
.454 99 6.6 43-1 5 82 5.5 11 
FFEDEF ICK .... 8 14)-23 . 435 8-11 .727 26 3.3 12-1 2 28 3.5 12 
Lowell 
ASHBY ..... . . 14 21-46 .457 7-9 .777 21 1.5 19-0 1 49 3.5 10 
Charlie 
FFAZIFR . . .... 9 9-21 .429 7-7 1.000 15 1.7 8-0 5 25 2.8 13 
J. J. 
FA RP IS ....... 9 9-21 . 429 4-7 .571 10 1.1 11-0 3 22 2.4 8 
Mike 
KELLEY ....... 6 6-13 .461 0-2 .000 3 0.5 5-0 4 12 2.0 2 
Gene 
Ff YE .. .. . . ... 9 
Winfred 
8-16 .500 0-0 .000 8 0.9 5-0 4 16 1.8 10 
HUGHES ....... 3 1-6 .166 2-2 1.000 2 0.2 1-0 0 4 1.3 2 
Glenn 
TUfNEL ...... 3 1-2 .500 0-0 .000 0 0 . 0 2-0 2 2 0.7 2 
TEAM .. .. ..... 15 86/ 34 DB 
EAGLES ..... .. 15 508-1070 .475 283-389 .728 699 46.6 312-9 1299 86.6104 
1237 82. 5116 OPPONENTS .... 15 524-1173 .447 189-288 .656 717 47.8 347-23 
DB--Dead Ball Rebounds 
SCOF.ES & SCHEDULE: 
Mercer 93, MSU 86 
Va. Commonwealth 116, MSU 85 
MSU 104, Union (Ky.) 72 
UNC-Charlotte 94, MSU 83 
Marshall 84, MS U 80 (OT) 
MSU 93 , Georgia State 80 
MSU 97 , Southern Mississippi 92 
MS U 92 , Louisiana Tech 86 (OT) 
MSU 96 , Louisiana Te ch 70 
Aus tin Peay 80, MS U 70 
Murray State 7 4 , MS U 7 2 
MSU 82, Middle Tennessee 77 















East Tennessee 81 
Tennessee Tech 64 
EASTEP.N KENTUCKY 
At Illinois State 
MUF.PAY STATr 
AUSTIN PEAY 
At Western Kentucky 
At Middle Tennessee 
SOUTHERN MISSISS IPPI 
At Tennessee Tech 
EAST TENNESSEE 
MAFSHALL 
At Eastern Kentucky 
• 
MSU Basketball Statistics fnr 15 Games (Crmtinued) 
INDIVIDUAL SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
POINTS: 33 Coulter vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 
Coulter vs. Louisiana Tech, 12-19-7 ·;;. 
FG A TTEMPTFD: 25 Coulter vs. Austin Peay, 1-12-7 4. 
FG SCOP..ED: 14 Coulter vs. Georgia State, 12-15-7 3. 
FT ATTEMPTED: 15 Lyons vs. Louisiana Tech, 1-7-74. 
Coulter vs. Austin Peay, 1-12-7 4. 
FT SCOPED: 11 Coulter vs. Louisiana Tech, 12-19-73. 
Lyons vs. Louisiana Tech, 1-7-7 4. 
Coulter vs. Austin Peay, 1-12-7 4. 
ASSISTS: 8 Wallen vs. Western Kentucky, 1-21-7 4. 
REBOUNDS: 20 Williams vs . Union, 12-6-7 3. 
TEAM SINGLF-GAME HIGHS 
POINTS : 104 vs. Union, 12-6-73. 
FG ATTEMPTED: 
FG SCORFD: 
91 vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 




37 vs . Southern Mississippi, 12-17-73. 
31 vs. Southern Mississippi, 12-17-73. 

















































Coulter & Hundley--8 
Coulter--11 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's swim team split a 
pair of home meets last weekend, losing to Marshall, 74-37, and 
defeating Morris Harvey, 58-38. 
MSU managed only two individual wins against Marshall as Billy 
Lowe took the required diving and Brent Lange captured the 200-yard 
breast stroke. The Eagles claimed seven second place finishes, 
including Ken Watkins in the 240-yard individual medley, Dick Gilbert 
in the 200-yard butterfly, Dave Gladura in the 100-yard freestyle, 
Jack Ablen in the 200-yard backstroke, Lowe in the optional diving, 
Jim Gieman, Terry Sefton, Abe ln, and Lange in the 360-yard medley 
relay and Vance, Rick Fuller, Mike Miller and Steve Dunn in the 
360-yard free relay. 
Dunn clocked 5:11.8 in the 500-yard freestyle for a new school 
record. 
It was a different story on Saturday afternoon as the MSU tank.men 
won nine of 13 events. Winners were Fuller in the 1,000-yard freestyle, 
Sefton in the 200-yard freestyle, Miller in the 60-yard freestyle, 
Watkins in the 240-yard individual medley, Lowe in required diving, 
Lee Smith in the 200-yard backstroke, Jim Holvey in the 500-yard 
freestyle, Abeln, Lange, Gladura and Gilbert in the 360-yard medley 




MSU Swimming 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
Brent Lange establilhed a new school record in the 200-yard 
breaststroke. 
Twelve MSU swimming records have been broken this season and 
Head Coach Bill Mack expects more to fall. 
The weekend action left the Eagles with a 3-2 mark on the year. 
They return to action Feb. 8 at Evansville. 
II II II II II II II 1111 II 11111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Morehead State University's basketball Eagles 
climbed back into the Ohio Valley Conference title picture with 
weekend victories over East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech. 
The Eagles, now 9-6 overall and 4-2 in the OVC, are tied for the 
top spot in the conference with three other schools. 
MSU ran out to a 22-2 edge at East Tennessee Saturday night and 
coasted to a 97-81 win. Eugene Lyons, 6-5 senior guard scored 26 
points by hitting 12 of 14 field goal attempts and two free throws. 
Leonard Coulter added 24 and Arch Johnson had 20. 
Tennessee Tech controlled the tempo of Monday night's game for 
the first 30 minutes but the Eagles charged back to claim a 69-64 
decision. Coulter paced the Eagles with 19 points and 11 rebounds. 
Johnson added 15 points. 
"We feel very fortunate to have won four straight conference 
games and be in a tie for the lead," said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. 
"Our young men played excellent basketball at East Tennessee and 
showed a lot of poise against Tennessee Tech." 
Not only did the Eagles run away from East Tennessee in the 
early minutes but they established a new ovc field goal shooting mark 
in the process. MSU hit 41 of 59 field goal attempts for 69.5 percent. 
The Eagles entertain arch-rival Eastern Kentucky this Saturday 
at 7 : 30 p.m. CDT. 
(MORE) 
MSU Basketball 2-2-2-2-2 
•Eastern has an excellent basketball team," said Harrell. "With 
first place in the conference on the line, in addition to the natural 
rivalry , this will be a great game . " 
The Eagles and Colonels, two of the four teams tied for the ovc 
lead, will be meeting for the 90th time . 
II It II II II II 
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Morehead State University's wrestling team lost its first 
match of the season Friday to Maryville College , 24-9. 
MSU's winners were George Clayton at 134 poinds, heavyweight 
Gerry Anthony and captain Mickey Rzymek in the 150-pound class . 
Rzymek, a junior from Toledo, remains unbeaten this season 
in seven individual matches . His career record at MSU is 36-4-1. 
'fhe Eagle matmen 2re now 5-1. They compete this weekend in 
the Southeastern Intercollegiate Tournament at Auburn University. 
2-4-74 
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Special to The Morehead News 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
Led by the scoring of Eugene Lyons and a furious full-court 
press, Morehead State University's basketball Eagles ripped arch-
rival Eastern Kentucky, 91-83 , Saturday night at Wetherby Gymnasium. 
Lyons, a 6-5 senior, scored 27 points and raised his season's 
average to more than 17 per game. 
EKU jumped out to a 43-41 halftime advantage before Coach Bill 
Harrell unleashed a full-court press that forced the Colonels into 
13 turnovers in the second half. 
"'!'here is no doubt that the press was the turning point in 
the game, ·11 said Ha rrell. "It was a good win for us a nd it keeps 
that important mome ntum going . 11 
Junior forward Arch Johns on fired in .20 points, including 
eight s traight free throws . Seniors Leonard Coulter a nd Howard 
Wallen .also sc~red in double figur es: •Coulte r netted 18 and Wa llen 
had 12 .. Coulter a nd fre sh man c ente r Ted Hundley each g r a bbed nine 
rebounds. 
The win was MSU's f i fth s tra i ght a n d r aised its o ver a ll mark 




Special to The Morehead News 
Morehead State had its five- game basketball winning streak 
broken Tuesday wi th a 113-74 loss at Illinois State. 
The Eagles hit only 31 of 86 field goal attempts for 36 
per cent and suffered their worst loss of the season. ISU hit 
50 of 98 shots for 51 per cent. 
MSU held an early 8-2 margin but the Redbirds took the 
lead at 13-12 with 14:21 remaining in the first half. ISU 
built the margin to 101-60 with about six minutes left. 
Junior forward Charlie Frazier led the Eagles with 16 points 
and 19 rebounds. Junior guard J. J. Farris and freshman forward 
Winnie Hughes each scored 14. 
MSU's f~ve starters and senior forward Lowell Ashby did not 
make the trip. 
The loss dropped MSU's overall record to 10-7. · The Eagles 
host OVC rival ~urray State Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Austin Peay, 
currently tied with MSU and Middle Tennessee for the OVC lead, 








OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's basketball Eagles 
return to Ohio Valley Conference action this weekend to face the only 
two conference teams which have beaten them this season. 
MSU, now 10-7 overall and 5-2 in the OVC, is tied for the league 
lead with Middle Tennessee and Austin Peay. 
Morehead State is coming off a controversial 113-74 loss at 
Illinois State. Coach Bill Harrell left his top six players at home 
and used reserves in the non-conference game. 
"We felt it was in the best interest of the program," Harrell said. 
"That game is past and we must look ahead to the crucial games this 
weekend." 
Murray State beat the Eagles 74-72 last month at Murray and Austin 
Peay took a 80-70 decision at Clarksville. The Eagles since have 
reeled off five straight wins in the OVC to gain a share of the lead. 
Murray State visits Wetherby Gymnasium on Saturday night with its 
OVC hopes on the line. The Racers have dropped four straight games and 
have a 9-9 overall mark and a 3-4 conference slate. Austin Peay visits 
MSU on Monday night. 
"These are critic al games for us, " said Harrell. "We need two 
wins this ~r~ekend because four of our last five conference games are 
on the r oaC!." 
itifititll II II II II llit 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's outdoor track team 
will be in action 11 times this spring. 
The Eagles of Coach A. L. (Buck) Dawson face Cumberland College, 
Marshall University and Eastern Kentucky in dual meets at home in 
Jayne Stadium. Kentucky State and Louisville visit MSU for a 
triangular meet. 
Dawson is in his first year as MSU's track and cross country coach. 
















At Fairmont Relays 
EASTERN,KY. 
MARSHALL 
At Ashland Relays 
At Ohio State Relays 
KY. STATE & LOUISVILLE 
At Ball State Relays 
At Marshall 
At Eastern Ky. 
At OVC Championships 
(Murray, Ky.) 
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Morehead State University's swim team lost to Western Kentucky 
and Wabash by i dentical 63-48 scores last weekend in Bowling Green. 
The MSU tankrnen claimed two runner-up spots with Brent Lange 
in the 200-yard breaststroke and the 400-yard freestyle relay team 
of Rick Fuller, Steve Dunn, Ken Watkins and Dave Gladura. 
In dual meet competition, the Eagles are 3-2. They host Union 
College this Saturday at 2 p.m. 
#1111111111111111111111 
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MO.L EHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
February 11, 1974 
Mr . Bill Harrell 
UPO Box 741 
Morehead State University 
Morehead , Kent ucky 40351 
Dear Mr . Harrell: 
.. 
I have your letter dated February 8, 1974 , which you handed to me last Friday 
morning informing me that the "unfortunate incident in Normal, Illinois , has 
caused me t o r esign my position with Morehead State University . " I note the 
fact that you say, "unfortunately , a decision was made by myself and Dr . Gene 
Scholes . " I was not consulted about this decision duri ng the time it was 
being made , nor did I know that it had been made unt i l after you had lef t the 
campus . Since I was not consulted about your deci sion , I was , therefore , in 
no position to regis ter opposition to nor express agreement with your decision . 
Because you made the decision of your own volition and f r eewill, I deny that 
the "leadership" of the University has failed to support the "basketball 
program . " 
I am in no wise responsible for those whom you style in your letter as not 
having t he University's best interest at heart in their failure to support you 
in your decision . 
You admit yourself t hat you " have enjoyed success through the full cooperation 
and unity of the total University . " This is consistent with my own intent and 
has been characteristic of my actions for 20 years . I pledge my continued 
support of the athletic pr ograms at the University as a laboratory for 
character and citizenship training for y oung men and women and for preparation 
of teachers and coaches for t he schools of Kentucky . 
This is t he second t ime that you have indicated your intent to resign; one 
t ime verbally and one time in writing . I did not accept your resignation 
verbally, but I am hereby accepting your writt en resignation . The r esignation 
will become effective at a t ime t hat seems to be mos t pr opitious in terms of 
t he remaining schedule , the time for recruiting basketball pl ayers and other 
matters relating to your position as basketball coach. 




The resignation of Mr . Harrell was approved by t he Committee 
on Athletics meeting on February 11, 1974 . 
Signed : 
MO EHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
February 11, 1974 
Mr . Jack Black 
UPO Box 698 
Morehead State University 
Morehead , Kentucky 40351 
Dear Mr . Black: 
I am hereby accepting your resignation as Assistant Basketball Coach at 
Morehead State University which you submitted in a letter delivered to my 
office on February 11, 1974. You will be notified at a later time r egar di ng 
the date on which your r esignation will become effective . 




The resignation of Mr . Black was approved by the Committee on Athletics 
meeting on February 11 , 1974 . 
Signed : G( . 
Dr . Roscoe Play 
Commit tee on A 
Feb . 11, 1974 
The Morehead State University Athletic Committee voted unanimously 
Monday morning to recommend that President Adron Doran accept the resignations 
of Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell and Assistant Coach Jack Black. 
Dr. Doran said both men would be notified by letter and that the 
effective date of the resignations would be determined later . 
President Doran said neither coach had been asked to resign. 
####### 
UPDATED PLAYER PROFILES---MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
LEONARD COULTER 
~-5, 210, Senior, Forward, Danville, Ky. 
Leonard Coulter enters today's game as the fifth leading scorer in 
MSU basketball history. The 6-5 product of Danville High School has 
scored 1,621 points in 70 varsity games for a 23.2 qareer scoring 
average. He is 16 points shy of Granny Williams· (1959-62}, who holds 
fourth place. 
Coulter is among the top vote getters for the Pizza Hut Basketball 
Classic to be played April 1 in Las Vegas. According to latest releases, 
Coulter is 8th in votes on the East squad. He has .led the Eagles in 
scoring 13 times this season and led in rebounding 16 times. 
EUGENE LYONS 
6-5, 195, Senior, Guard, Pikeville, Ky. 
. . 
Lyons became the 12th member of MSU's 1,000-point club in the 96-70 
win over Louisiana Tech last . month. · He en:ters today' ·s game :with 1, 132 
points, good for n nth place on the list. He needs 26 points to pass · 
Jim Day (1968-71} and claim the eighth spot. 
Lyons scored 27 points in the win over Eastern Kentucky two weeks 
ago for his season high. 
Player Profiles 2-2-2-2-2 
HOWARD WALLEN 
6-2, 178, Senior, Guard, Williamsport, Ky. 
Wallen needs 59 points to become the 13th member of the MSU 1,000 
point club. Hampered by an ankle injury during most of the season, he 
missed three of the first four games. He has rewritten all assists 
marks for the Eagles by h~nqing out 415 scoring passes in his career. 
LOWELL ASHBY 
6-2, 195, Senior, Forward, Shelbyville, Ky. 
Ashby has been outstanding as a reserve in MSU's last two games. 
He sco~ed 12 points against Murray State on Saturday and 12 more against 
Austin Peay· Monday. He has given the Eagles a boost each time he comes 
off the bench. He usually enters the game in a pressing situation. 
Inch-for-inch, he may be the best leaper .in the lea~e. 
ARCH JOHNSON 
6-6, 200, Junior, Forward, Booneville, Ky. 
Johnson has . progressed throughout the. season to raise his average 
to· more than 13 points per game. He recorded a career high 27 at 
. Southern Mississippi in December. He leads the Eagles and the OVC in 
free throw shooti~g with an 85.7 per cent rate. Johnson is a streak 
shooter who likes to go inside. 
.. . . 
Player Profiles 3-3-3-3-3 
.GENE FRYE 
6-6, 195, Junior, Guard, Luray, Va. 
Frye missed MSU's last two games after having wisdom teeth 
extracted. He ·started the game at Illinois State and scored his 
season high of 10 points against Union. 
JAMES WASHINGTON 
6-1, 180, Junior, Guard, Frankfort, Ky. 
Washington has been a pleasant surprise for the Eagles He came 
off. the bench to hit six straight long jumpers to clinch the win 
over Western Kentucky last month in Morehead. He scored a career-high 
14 points in the win over WKU. Washington started three of MSU's first 
five g.ames .as a replacement for Howard Wallen. He has been a steady 
performer in every game. 
JOHN· (J. J ·. )' FARRIS 
6-1, 165, Junior, Guard, Sandusky, Ohio 
F¥ris has not played much this seas.on • . He has not adapted as 
well as the coaching staff thought he would. He did play good defense 
in the ·WKU game and has looked better lately. He scored 14 points 
at Illinois · state. A flashy one -on-one player, Farris is a good 
shoot.er. 
"'-
Player Profiles 4-4-4-4-4 
CHARLES FRAZIER 
6-8, 200, Junior, Forward-Center, Cedar Knolls, N.J. 
He played outstanding basketball at Illinois State, scoring 
16 points and pulling down 19 rebounds. - He has seen limited action. 
GEORGE WILLIAMS 
6-8, 215, Junior, Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Wflliarns has served as a part-time starter and reserve center 
most of the season. He has blocked 99 shots this year, six short of 
the school record. He grabbed a team high 20 rebounds in the early 
season win over Union. 
RON FREDERICK 
6-8, 200, Freshman, Forward-Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 
He has had some out.standing games with the MSU junior varsity. 
He has not seen much varsity action but has shown flashes 0£ brilliance. 
He scored 12 points in the game ' ~t Virginia Commonwealth. · 
TED HUNDLEY 
6-8, . 210, Freshm~n, Forward-Center, Lexington, Ky. · 
Hundley has been the starting center most of the season. He has 
been both up and down since settling into the starting lineup. He 
scored 11 points in the first meeting . with Louisiana Tech. He and 
Williams have been dividing playing time. 
' . 
Player Profile 5-5-5-5-5 
WINFRED HUGHES 
6-2, 170, Freshlt\an, Guard, Bowen, Ky. 
Hughes scored 14 points at Illinois State but has not seen much 
varsity action. A good outside shooter; he is· counted on heavily for 
next season. 
MIKE KELLEY 
5-10, 140, Freshman, Guard, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Kelley started for the Eagles earlier in th~ season when guards 
were needed. A defensive specialist, he has extremely quick hands. 
GLENN TURNER 
6-3, 160, Sophomore, Guard, McDowell, .Ky. 
Turner will not dress today because of a broken finger. He was 
redshirted last season due to illness and then broke his · ~inger in 
pre-season practice. The bad luck continued when he broke the finger 
about three weeks after returning. 
OFFICE OF SPORTS l NPORHATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MJREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MJREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's wrestling team made 
its best showing ever in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Wrestling 
Championships last weekend at Auburn University. 
The Eagle matmen finished fourth in the 12-team affair and 
sophomore Gerry Anthony won the heavyweight division by pinning all 
three of his opponents. 
M.SU's Lenny Jacobson, a freshman, finished third in the 134-pound 
class. 
"We were very pleased with the showing our young men made," said 
~U Coach David Beaver. "We are progressing and hopefully this will 
help us prepare for the important meets coming up." 
#ii " 1111 ,, ., 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's basketball F.agles 
open the final leg of Ohio Valley Conference play Saturday at Western 
Kentucky with their title hopes damaged but intact. 
The Eagles, now 11-8 overall and 6-3 in the OVC, trail Austin 
Peay by one game and are tied with Middle Tennessee for second place. 
Led by the two-game total 54 points and 22 rebounds by Leonard 
Coulter last weekend, MSU avenged an earlier loss to Murray State, 
94-86, but then dropped a 94-83 decision to Peay's Governors. 
The Eagles play four of their last five OVC games on the road 
at Western Kentucky, Middle Tennessee, Tennessee Tech and Eastern 
Kentucky . The only home encounter remaining is with East Tennessee. 
M.SU will be on regional television Saturday in the noon meeting 
with Western Kentucky at E. A. Diddle Arena. 
"The race is not over yet," said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. 
"Last season we felt like we were out of it and some interesting 
things happened in the final few games so we're still optimistic." 
The Eagles return home Feb . 20 to face Southern Mississippi. 
###### 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's successful passing and 
. . ... 
receiving duo, Dave Schaetzke to Vic Wharton, has been rewarded again. 
Schaetzke, a four-year starter at quarterback, and Wharton, a 
two-year regular at split end, have signed professional football 
contracts. 
A native of Toledo, Ohio, Schaetzke was signed by the Florida 
Sharks of the newly-organized World Football League. 
Wharton, a product of River Rouge, Mich., was signed by the 
Houston Oilers of the National Football League. 
"We are extremely happy to see these young men with pro • A 
contracts," said MSU Head Coach Roy Terry. "I am sure their 
performances will be a credit to Morehead State University. " 
Schaetzke rewrote most of MSU's passing records during his career 
and was named three times to the All-Ohio Valley Conference team. 
Wharton, who did not play football until his junior season, averaged 
more than 15 yards per reception. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
'MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, ~y. --- Morehead State University's baseball Eagles , 
the defending Ohio Valley Conference champs, have a 40-game schedule 
this spring. 
The card includes 18 doubleheaders and four single games. 
Coach Sonny Allen's Eagles compiled an 8-2 overall mark during 
the fall season and enter the spring portion of the schedule as the 
fall titlist in the Ohio Valley Conference's Eastern Division. The 
Eagles posted a 5-1 record against OVC foes in the fall . 




























MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1974 Baseball Schedule 
OPPONENT 
WESTERN KY. (2) (1 : 30 p .m.) 
WITTENBURG (2) (1 : 00 p . m.) 
At Cincinnati (1) (3 : 00 p.m. ) 
At Louisville (2) (1:00 p . m. ) 
EAST TENN. (2) (1 : 00 p . m. ) 
At Marshall ( 2) (1 : 00 p .m. ) 
BROWN ( 2 ) ( 1 : 3 0 p • m. ) 
TENN. TECH (2) (1 : 00 p . m. ) 
T.l\YLOR (2) (1:30 p.m.) 
ANDERSON (1) (3 : 30 p.m.) 
KENTUCKY (2) (1:30 p.m.) 
At Eastern Ky . (2) (1 : 00 p . m.) 
HANOVER (1) (3 : 30 p . m. ) 
HANOVER (2) (1 : 30 p . m.) 
OHIO UNIVERSITY (1) (3:30 p . m. ) 
CINCINNATI (2) (1 : 00 p.m . ) 
At Xavier (2) (1 : 00 p . m.) 
M:>RRIS HARVEY (2) (1 : 30 p.m . ) 
LOUISVILLE (2) (1 : 30 p . m. ) 
XAVIER ( 2 ) (1 :00 p . m.) 
At Kentucky (2) (1 : 00 p.m.) 
MARSHALL (2) (1 : 30 p.m. ) 
OFFICE OF SPORTS I NFORMATION 
lJ".iOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MJREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has announced a 
16-meet spring tennis schedule. 
Coach George Sadler's netters make six appearances at home 
and play the other seven members of the Ohio Valley Conference. 
The card opens March 23 at home with Cumberland. 
(MJRE) 
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Morehead State University's basketball Eagles had their Ohio 
Valley Conference title hopes damaged Monday night with an 82-81 loss 
at Middle Tennessee. 
The Blue Raiders outscored MSU 11-2 in the final three minutes to 
claim the victory and sole possession of second place in the OVC. 
Morehead State dropped to 12-9 overall and 7-4 in the ovc, good 
for third place. 
T{le Eagles raced to a 46-44 lead at halftime and led 79-71 with 
less than three minutes remaining. Guard Fred Allen scored the final 
five points for the Blue Raiders, including the winning basket with 
14 seconds to play. 
Leonard Coulter led the Eagles with 21 points and 14 rebounds. 
Arch Johnson had 14 points and Ted Hundley added 13 points and nine 
rebounds. 
MSU rallied in the final minutes on Saturday t o wi n 86- 84 a t Western 
Kentucky. Coulter paced MSU with 21 points and 11 rebounds. 
##H-#11111/ II 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The 6lst District Basketball Tournament opens 
Feb. 28 at Morehead State University's Wetherby Gymnasium. 
Rowan County and Menifee County start the tourney Feb. 28 at 
7:30 p.m. 
University Breckinridge faces Ezel in the first game at 7 p.m. 
on Friday, March 1, and Morgan County meets the winner of the Rowan 
County-Menifee County game. 
The finals are set Saturday, March 2, at 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $1 in advance and $1.50 at the door. 
111111111111## 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five administrators and two students have been 
appointed to a screening committee in Morehead State University's 
search for a new head basketball coach. 
The committee will select finalists to be interviewed by MSU's 
athletic committee. 
Dr. R. H. Playforth, dean of the School of Social Sciences, is 
the screening committee chairman. Other members are Russell R. 
McClure, vice president for fiscal affairs; Roger L. Wilson, vice 
president for student affairs; Dr. James H. Powell, dean of the 
School of Education; Jerry R. Franklin, registrar; George Burgess 
Jr., Morehead senior; and Donna Clark, Allen senior. 
Applications are being accepted by Dr. Playforth. 
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OFF!CE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Football Coach Roy 
Terry is expecting more than 70 players to report Monday for the 
opening of spring practice. 
Terry, entering his third season at the Eagle helm, will be 
looking for several key replacements during the 20 workouts. 
MSU lost 17 seniors, including two quarterbacks, a mujority of its 
starting offensive and defensive linemen and the entire wide-receiving 
corps from last year's team which finished 6-5. 
"We need new people at several strategic positions," said Terry. 
"It is critically important that we find linemen and wide receivers." 
The Eagles also need a rep lacement for quarterback Dave Schaetzke, 
a four-year starter and three-time All-OVC selection. 
Senior Alex Brawner, a part-time starter last season, will have 
che nod at quarterback as spring drills open. Sophomores Jay Ackert, 
rerry Flowers and David Pugh also will be closely watched. 
In conjunction with spring practice, the MSU coaching staff is 
~onducting a clinic Mar. 22 and 23. The clinic is open to all high 
3Chool coaches. 
11111111 !I II 111111 II II 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's wrestling team closed 
the dual meet portion of its schedule last weekend with a 30-11 romp 
over Eastern Kentucky. 
Dr. David Beaver's grapplers captured six weight classes en route 
to their sixth win of the season. They have lost twice. 
Claiming victories for MSU were Jim Wilson at 118, Tim Dench at 126, 
Stuart Hunter at 158, Bob Shiver at 167, Al Jordan at 190 and Gerry 
Anthony at heavyweight. Anthony and Shiver recorded pins. 
"It was a good win for our young people," said Beaver. "Now we 
must focus our attention on the NCAA. 11 




(Special to the Morehead News) 
Morehead State University's basketball Eagles upped their season 
record to 15-9 with three wins last week and kept their Ohio Valley 
Conference title hopes alive. 
MSU posted wins over Southern Mississippi, Tennessee Tech and East 
Tennessee to remain in second place in the league. 
MSU nipped Southern Mississippi 96-91 last Wednesday behind the 
24 points of Leonard Coulter . Coulter and freshman center Ted Hundley 
each pulled down 13 rebounds. 
Tennessee Tech led almost the entire game Saturday in Cookeville 
before the Eagles took charge in the final minutes to pull away to a 
91-90 win. Coulter again led MSU in scoring with 30 points and George 
Williams picked off 10 rebounds. Williams also blocked eight shots to 
establish a new school record for blocked shots in a season with 111. 
East Tennessee controlled the tempo of Monday night's game but the 
Eagles broke away in the second half to take an 85-76 win at Wetherby 
Gymnasium. Arch Johnson scored 21 points and garnered 11 rebounds to lead 
the Eag les in both categories. Senior gu ard Eugene Lyons scored 20. 
ETSU held scoring ace Leonard Coulter to a career-low of 11 points. 
Morehead State hosted Marshall University last night (Wednesday) at 
Wetherby Gym in the final home game. The Eagles dropped the first meeting 





OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(Special to the Morehead News) 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
A free throw by J. J. Farris and a layup by Mike Kelley gave 
Morehead State's Young Eagles a 102-101 triple overtime basketball 
victory over the East Tennessee junior varsity Monday night. 
Farris, a 6-2 junior college transfer, made the first shot of a 
one-and-bonus situation and Kelley, a 5-10 freshman from Cincinnati, 
hit the game-winning bucket with nine seconds remaining in the third 
extra period. 
The Young Eagles held a 55-49 halftime lead but could not stop 
ETSU's Martin and Nidiffer who combined for 38 points. 
Kelley and Ron Frederick were high for MSU with 18 each. Larry 
Hudson added 17. 
The Buccaneers won the battle of the boards, 72-54. MSU's 
Frederick had a game-high 15 caroms. 
The Young Eagles are 9-3 on the year. They hosted the Marshall 
University junior varsity last night (Wednesday). Their season ends 
Saturday night at Eastern Kentucky. 
II II II II II~ 
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l MOREHEAD , Ky .---Six Q~t./ vying for the 
~~'J/ Ke ntuCK Intercol legiate Basketball Championship Fr iday and Saturday at 
Morehead State Un iversity . 
~--Hi'~/ l Western Ke ntucky ..___. ... 
l The finals a r e scheduled ;; Saturday at 2 : 30 p . m. in .... Wetherby 
Gymnais um . 
Sue i s 
the tournament iiiiiiiiii"' director. 
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AN NO UNC ER: 
TE LEPHONE: 606/ 783 -33 25 
KWIC TOU RNAMEN T 
20 SE Co 
3 - 1 - 74 
6 TEAMS ARE VYI NG FOR TH E KENT UC KY 
WOME N'S INT ERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL 
CHAMP IONSH IP FRIDAY AND SAT URD AY AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERS ITYoooo o 
WESTERN KEN TUC KY ME T MURRAY STATE AND 
EASTE RN KENTUC KY FACED THE UNIV ERS ITY OF 
KENTUCKY IN FIRS T ROU ND ACTI ON FR IDAY.o oo• 
MOREHEAD STATE AND THE UNIV ERS ITY OF 
LOUI SVILLE DREW BYES INTO THE SEM I-FINAL 
RO UN D • o •• · o 
THE FINALS ARE SCHE DULED SATURDAY AT 
2 : 3 0 P -M • o o • • 1#1=### · 
(SPORTS DI RECTOR ' S NOTE : PLE ASE· CHECK WI RE 
SERV ICES FOR RES ULTS OF TOUR NAMEN T GAMES.) 
·.• 
I - s , 3 -s , S--s 
, ·~1 MOREHEAD STATE UN I VERSITY ........_2_(o_/ /oo -f{a,:1- oh 
197 3-7 4 Varsity Basketball Statis tics ~Games Fr-f!d 
Record :~ (OVCyft 
PI.AYER .§. FG Pct. FT Pct. Reb Avg. PF- D ~ TP Avg. Hi 
Leonard 25" 237-4'3q ,540 12.2- \'73 , 7oS 2.~7 /I. 5 ii-If ~ sq" 2.3 .S 33 
COULTER.... . ... ..... 5 .. a - e 
Eugene 25 IS0-321 .~? q(-IZ'4 .~o q&J 3.8 7~-3 s~ ~I 1s:q 2.7 
LYONS. . .... . .. .. e ........ - • 
Arch 2S I 31-2"5" .517 bb-?<& . gq'- 12(:, 5:0 l.oS·I 2'7 '3~ t3.<o 2'1 
JOHNSON.... . ~ ~ ........ ~ - • 
Howard 22 7f,. 1'5? .~7 42-S'S ,7b7 24 f.2 3~-1 12'3 fqi q,o I 'l 
WALLEN. ..... .... .. • - ... .. - • 
Ted 2.'f ,g_(b3 ,4-t7 2<&~ .'=>~ \34 5,"(:, 71-5" 2, llol4- lo.f lb 
HUNDLEY.... . .- ~ .. - -- - - - • 
James 25" S'f-12ca . 4-22 23·3'+ .lo7f ~ l.S- z~ -6 4'l l'!+ S:2 I'+ 
WASHINGTON . . .. ... ~ • - ~ • 
George 2Co 5?-1~'1 ,3'6S 20-3lo ,555" I Co.I 71 ·3 7 134 S.1. fl 
WILLIAMS. .. . .-, ,._ - ta _. • .. .. • 
Winfred 








7-20 .350 4-6 .667 3 0 . 8 2-0 4 18 
~ q'I-
4. 5 14 





3 4 3. 0 10-0 10 41 3. 7 16 
•
33 2,, 20·f 2 42. 3.S" 12 ..... - --
FARRIS ..... 13 17-38 .447 8-13 .615 13 1.0 17-0 7 42 3.2 14 
Gene 
FRYE ....... 14 11-25 . 440 1-3 .333 14 1. 0 9-0 10 23 1. 6 
Mike 
KELLEY ...... 8 6-15 . 400 0-2 .000 5 0 . 6 6- 0 4 12 1. 5 
Glenn 
TURNER ...... 3 1-2 .500 0-0 .000 0 0.0 2-0 2 2 0.7 
Stan 
DIXON ....... 1 0-1 .000 0-1 .000 0 0 . 0 1-0 2 0 0.0 
Vic 
WILLIAMS .... 1 0-2 .000 0-0 .000 2 2.0 1-0 1 0 0 . 0 
Larry , 1 HUDSON ...... l 0-1 . 000 0-0 . 000 1. 0 0-0 0 0 0 . 0 
TEAM ..... .. ... '2.b 
DB--Dead Ball Rebound 
SCORES & SCHEDULE 
Mercer 93, MSU 86 
Va. Corrunonwealth 116, MSU 85 
MSU 104, Union (Ky.) 72 
UNC-Charlotte 94, MSU 83 
Marshall 84, MSU 80 (OT) 
MSU 93 , Georgia State 80 
MSU 97, Southern Miss issippi 92 
MS U 92, Louisiana Tech 8 6 (OT) 
MSU 96 , Louisiana Tech 70 
Austin Peay 80 , MSU 70 
Murray State 74, MSU 72 
MSU 97, East Tennessee 81 
MSU 69, Tennessee Tech 64 
MSU 91, Eastern Kentucky 83 
Illinois State 113, MSU 7 4 
MSU 94, Murray State 86 
Austin Peay 94 , MSU 83 
MSU 86, Western Kentucky 84 
Middle Tennessee 82, MSU 81 
MS U 9 6 , S out he rn Miss is s ipp i 91 
MSU 91, Tennessee Tech 90 
MSU 85 , East Tennessee 76 
MSU 82, Middle Tennessee 77 
MSU 93, Western Kentucky 74 
MS U 77, Mars hall 71 
MS\) 7q
1 








i ~ 2'°/ r1;:,u lna8Ketball Statistics for Games (Continued) 
INDIVIDUAL SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
POINTS: 33 Coulter vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73 . 
FG ATTEMPTED: . 25 
FG SCORED: 14 
Coulter vs. ~ou!sia~a Te - 9-~~{+f:(" \JS. ~~~~ ~~tk1,3-'2.·1 
ou1 ter vs. us in ea - ~w.\tu· H EA'""• ..... l<e~v ~ ·'2.-1A 
Coulter vs . Georgia State, 12-15-7 3. · ' 
Coulter vs. Murray State, 2-9-74. 
FT ATTEMPTED : 15 Lyons vs. Louisiana Tech, 1-7-74. 
Coulter vs. Austin Peay, 1-12-74. 
FT SCORED: 11 Coulter vs. Louisiana Tech , 12-19-73. 
Lyons vs. Louisiana Tech, 1-7-74. 
Coulter vs. Austin Peay, 1-12-74. 
ASSISTS: 11 Wallen vs. Middle Tennessee, 2-18-74. 
REBOUNDS: 20 Williams vs. Union, 12-6-73. 
TEAM SINGLE-GAME HIGHS 
POINTS: 104 vs. Union, 12-6-73. 
FG ATTEMPTED: 
FG SCORED: 
91 vs. Georgia State, 12-15-73. 




37 vs. Southern Mississippi, 12-17-73. 
31 vs. Southern Mississippi, 12-17-73. 






































































Coulter & Hundley--8 
Coulter--11 
Coulter & Hundley--9 
Fraz ier--19 
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OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
110 REHE.-\D ST.rtTE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40 351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Lecl by the scoring of Leonard Coulter in a 
s econd half surge, Morehead State University's basketball Eagles 
wrapped up the Ohio Valley Conference co-=hampionship last weekend 
with a 78-69 win over Eastern Kentucky. 
The win, coupled with Murray State 's upset of Austin Peay, gave 
the Eagles a share of the title with APSU's Governors . However, 
.Aus tin Pear will r epr esent the league in the NC,·U. playoffs because 
the Governors Qefeated MSU twice during the regular season. 
Coulter, who led all scorers with 33 points, score:i 9iqht 
straight points at the beginning o f the second half to ? Ut the 
Eagles in com.t~anc for good . 
Senior guard Howarc Hallen chi ppec in with 15 points an~ hiked 
his car eer mark to 1,014 . He became the 13th member of MSU's 1,000-
point club , joining teammates Coulter and Eugene Lyons. 
Freshman Ted Hundley a nd junior Arch Johnson collected 10 points 
each a nd Lyons a~ded nine. 
MSU finishe c'. the season 1:1ith a 17-$ ove rall r ecord ancl a 10-f. 
mark i n the ovc. 
3-~-7'1fh 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/7 83-3325 
University Breckinridge won its sixth consecutive 6lst District 
title Saturday night with a 70-67 overtime victory over Rowan County at 
Wetherby Gymnasium. 
Both teams advance to the 16th Regional Tournament this week at 
Greenup County High School. 
In first round action, Rowan County breezed past Menifee County , 71- 51. 
The semi-finals saw Breck's Eaglets whip Ezel, 83-53, and the Vikings outlast 
Morgan County, 77-72 . 
John Back paced the Breck comeback in the final game with 21 points and 
Steve Hodges led Rowan County with 18 points . On the year, Breck's record 
is 18-14 and the Vikings are 14-15 . 
The cheerleading award went to Rowan County and the free throw 
award to Morgan County . Ezel won the sportsmanship award . 
Regional play opened last night (Wednesday) with Fairview meeting 
Ashland Holy Family and Breck facing East Carter. 
Thursday n1ght ' s schedule sends Rowan County again~t Ashland and 
Elliott County meets Greenup County. Play begins at 6 p . m. 
Semi-finals are scheduled Friday and the finals are Saturday. 
Tickets are $1.50 for students when bought in advance at a participating 
school. Admission at the door is two dollars. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD ST,.\TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHE ~D, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
f.DREHEAD, Ky.---John V. (Jack) Schalow Tuesday was named head 
basketball coach at Morehead State University. 
Schalow has been associate basketball coach at Louisiana State 
University for the past two years. 
The 34-year-old coach also served as an assistanG, at Duke 
University, Seattle University and the University of the Pacific. 
MSU President Adron Doran, who announced the appointment, 
described the new Eagle coach as 11 a sincere and outstanding young 
man with an excellent record, a thorough knowledge of basketball and 
proven recruiting ability. We are confident he will continue our 
winning tradition. " 
Schalow's freshmen teams compiled a 109-10 re~rd during his 
tenure at n.Ike, Seattle and Pacific. 
"I am elated to be named the coach at Morehead State , " said 
Schalow. "The first order of business will be to get started with 
recruiting and to search for a good staff." 
Schalow served as player-coach of the Stockton, Calif., AAU 
basketball team and compiled a two-year record of 47-1 . The former 
Army paratrooper is married and the father of two children. 
Dr. R. H. Playforth, chairman of MSU's Athletic committee, 
said the North Dakota native was chosen from among more than 100 
applicants. His selection was approved unanimously, Playforth added. 
tt11 II II II# 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Football Coach Roy 
Terry has announced the signing of 17 players to letters-of-intent . 
Terry, who is starting his third year at the Eagle helm, describes 
the group as "our best recruiting effort." 
"We are very pleased with the results of our recruiting so far," he 
added. "We got the people we were after and these young men will 
definitely help in the development of our football program." 
The recruits include: 
NAME Pos. Ht. Wt. Home Town (High School) 
Ed Bishop SE 6-1 185 Pineville, Ky. (Pineville) 
Tommy Thomas DE 6-2 190 Knoxville, Tenn. (Rule} 
Dennis Ettel OG 6-2 230 Jeffersonville, Ind. (Providence} 
Ron Stone DE 6-2 215 Louisville, Ky. (Butler} 
Phillip Simms QB 6-2 185 Louisville, Ky. (Southern) 
Greg Bass LB 6-2 195 Louisville, Ky. (Thomas Jefferson} 
Mike Deitriech DT 6-1 240 Hamilton, Ohio (Ross} 
Steve Beckum C-LB 6 - 3 221 Cincinnati, Ohio (Northwest) 
Tom Day DT 6-4 225 Whitesburg, Ky. (Whitesburg} 
David Boggs OT 6-2 245 Whitesburg, Ky. (Whitesburg} 
Jim Blackburn QB 6-2 185 Prestonsburg, Ky. (Prestonsburg} 
Neal Burchett TE 6-3 210 Paintsville, Ky. (Johnson Central) 
Stan Long DT 6-2 240 Dayton , Ohio (Wayne} 
Harry Simpson TB 5-9 165 Lexington, Ky. (Lafayette} 
Derrick Hollings DB 6-2 180 Birmingham, Ala. (Glenn) 
Jim Livesay DB 6 -1 190 Erlanger, Ky. (Lloyd) 
Joe Ert el DE 6-1 210 Cincinnati, Ohio (Moeller} 
l1:i:ia111111 n 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
M:>REHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- With spring practice nearing the midway point , 
Morehead State University's football Eagles are taking a week's 
vacation . 
The Eagles have co~leted nine of the allotted 20 practices and 
will return to action on Monday , March 18 . 
"The attitude and spirit of our young men have been excellent ," 
Head Coach Roy Terry reported . "We set out to rebuild our offensive 
and defensive lines this spring and still have a long way to go . 
However, we have seen improvement." 
"We have returned to the teaching of fundamentals," Terry added . 
"Our young people are beginning to understand what we are trying to do!' 
Senior Alex Brawner , a part-time starter last season , has replaced 
the graduated Dave Schaetzke at quarterback. MSU has most of its 
running backs returning. 
"Our running game should be one of our strong suits this season," 
said Terry . "We have experience, size, speed and good blocking 
ability but they need help up front." 
111111111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- All-American running back Archie Griffin of 
Ohio State will be featured this weekend at a high school coaching 
clinic conducted by Morehead State University's football staff. 
Griff in, younger brother of MSU Assistant Coach Larry Griff in, 
will address a Saturday breakfast program sponsored by the Fellowship 
of Christian Athletes. 
The clinic opens Friday afternoon and concludes Saturday with 
an MSU practice session. The $10 registration fee includes two meals 
and a night's lodging. 
Open to any high school or junior high school coach, the clinic . 
starts Friday at 1 p.m. with golf at the MSU course on U.S. 60, east 
of Morehead. Registration is planned from 4 : 30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at 
Jayne Stadium. Indoor sessions dealing with offensive and defensive 
techniques are scheduled Friday night. 
Saturday's agenda starts with the FCA breakfast and includes 
sessions devoted to athletic injuries, remarks by MSU Head Coach Roy 
Terry and a question-and-answer period. An MSU practice session at 
3 : 30 p.m. is the final clinic event. 
"We are very pleased to host a clinic for coaches in Eastern 
Kentucky, " Terry said this week. "It is an opportunity for our 
staff to become more familiar with high school programs in this region 
and, in turn, gives our guests an in-depth look at the MSU program." 
#ff#### 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Seniors Leonard Coulter and Eugene Lyons of 
Morehead State University have been named to the All-Ohio Valley 
Conference basketball team. 
Receiving honorable mention in the balloting by the league's 
coaches were senior guard Howard Wallen and junior forward Arch 
Johnson. 
Coulter, a 6-5 forward from Danville, was selected for the 
third time. He finished second in rebounding in the OVC with 11.5 
per game and third in scoring with 23.8 per tilt. His 54 per cent 
field goal accuracy established a new school record. 
Lyons, a 6-5 guard from Johns Creek, was picked for the second 
time. He averaged nearly 16 points per game. 
Coulter completed his MSU career as the fourth highest scorer 
in the school's history with 1,781 points in three varsity seasons. 
Lyons is eighth on the all-time list with 1,226 points. 
Wallen, who holds all MSU assist records, joined the 1,000-
Point Club mark in MSU's final game. Johnson led the OVC in free-
throw accuracy, canning almost 85 per cent of his attempts. 
The Eagles tied for the OVC championship with a 10-4 league 
record and finished 17-9 on the year. They hit 72 . 6 per cent of 
their free throws to lead the ovc. 
###### 
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· UFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's baseball , track and 
tennis teams open their spring seasons this week. 
MSU's defending Ohio Valley Conference baseball champs start 
Thursday against Western Kentucky in a 1 : 30 p . m. doubleheader at 
Allen Field. 
The Eagles captured last fall's ovc Eastern Division title with 
a 5-1 league mark and finished 8-2 overall . 
"We are very eager to begin," said coach Sonny Allen . "Our young 
men have learned about all they can from practice and now need to face 
competition." 
MSU entertains Wittenberg at 1 p.m. Saturday in another twinbill. 
Coach Buck Dawson ' makes his debut as the Eagle track coach 
Saturday at 1 p.m. when MSU hosts a dual meet with Cumberland College . 
Dawson was a five-time pick as the West Virginia conference "Track 
coach of the Year" while at West Virginia State College. 
" I believe we will be competitive," said Dawson. "We have added 
personnel in several areas and should show a marked improvement in 
our performances. " 
MSU's tennis team opens Saturday at home in a 2 p . m. meet with 
Cumberland. coach George Sadler's Eagles will be attempting to better 
last year's 6-6 record. 
"We are improved this season , " said Sadler. "But the conference 
is stronger and it will be difficult to raise our standing." 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MJREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MJREHEAD, Ky. --- Following a successful opening weekend, 
Morehead State University's spring sports teams return to action six 
times this week . 
The MSU track team, paced by a record-tying pole vault of 14 
feet , 6 inches by Mickey Kollros, whipped CUmberland College , 117-13, 
in the first dual meet of the year . 
Coach Buck Dawson's Eagles captured 15 of the 17 events . '1he MSU 
thinclads participate Saturday in the Fairmont State Relays at 
Fairmont, W. Va. 
MSU's baseball squad split a doubleheader with Wittenberg 
University. Coach Sonny Allen's Eagles rallied to score four runs 
in the final two innings to claim a 4-3 win in the opener behind 
righthander John Kurtz. Wittenberg came back with a nine-run inning 
in the nightcap and grabbed a S-6 win. 
The Eagles play at Cincinnati Tuesday and at Louisville Thursday 
before returning home Saturday for an Ohio Valley Conference 
doubleheader against East Tennessee. 
MSU's tennis team edged CUmberland, 5-4 . Coach George Sadler's 
netmen visit Marshall Thursday and entertain Morris Harvey on 
Saturday. 
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers open their season Friday and Saturday 
in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Tournament at Lexington. 
114:1111 it# 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University golf team 
opens its spring season this weekend in the Kentucky Intercollegiate 
Tournament at Lexington. 
Ed Bignon is entering his sixth year as coach of the Eagles and 
his squad is the defending Ohio Valley Conference champion . 
"I feel very optimistic this year , " he said. "We are embarking 
on a very ambitious schedule but will have to be consistent to be 
successful." 
The 1974 spring card: 
March 29-30 at Kentucky Intercollegiate (Lexington) . 
April 3-6 at GAC Golf Classis (Kissimmee, Fla . ). 
April 18-20 at Tenn . Tech Invitational . 
April 27-28 at Eastern Ky . Invitational. 
May 2-3 MSU INVITATIONAL (Morehead). 
May 17-18 at ovc Championships (Murray, Ky . ) . 
###### 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . --- The American Cheerleaders Association is 
conducting a summer training camp for high school students at 
Morehead State University from July 15 to July 19 . 
The camp is designed to tra in students in all phases of 
cheerleading and will be under the direction of Bill Horan , the 
association's director and founder . 
It is open to all junior high and senior high school 
cheerleaders. 
Students will be trained in new routines, formation, starts, 
jumps and endings . The camp includes classroom work and actual 
drill performances. 
Camp applications are available from American Cheerleaders 
Association 0 Route One , Spring Lake Drive, Leesburg , Fla . 32748 . 
3-26-74fh 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
IDREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
M:>REHEAD, KY 40351 
M)REHEAD, Ky.---Six Morehead State University athletes have 
been selected to appeai: in the 1974 edition of "Outstanding College 
Athletes of America." 
Chosen were basketball players Leonard Coulter and Eugene 
Lyons, wrestler Mickey Rzymek, footballers David Cox, Nick 
Nighswander and Durwood Brittle, women's basketball player Diane 
Even and golfer Max Adani. 
Announcements of their selection was made by the Board of 
Advisors of "Outstanding College Ath:letes of America", an annual 
awards volume published to honor America's finest college athletes . 
Criteria for selection includes leadership, service, 
scholarship, and outstanding athletic accomplishment. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD I Ky. Morehead State University Swim Coach Bill 
Mack has announced the signing of Chris Payne, captain of the 
Ashland Paul Blazer swim team, to a grant-in- aid. 
Payne , who won six letters at Paul Blazer High School, led 
the Tomcats to the runner-up spot in the Kentucky High School 
Swimming Championship . 
"We are very pleased to have Chris with us," said Mack . He 
is an excellent swimmer from a championship program. " 
The new Eagle recruit is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 
Payne, 2760 Jackson St., Ashland. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHF.AD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's spring sports 
teams battled opponents and the weather last week. 
MSU's baseball Eagles split a doubleheader with the University 
of Louisville, winning the opener , 8-6, and dropping the nightcap, 
9-8. The Eagles fell victim to the weather twice with a single game 
snowed out at Cincinnati on Tuesday and a doubleheader with East 
Tennessee washed out on Saturday. 
Coach Sonny Allen's baseball team faces Marshall Tuesday before 
returning home to play Brown and Tennessee Tech later this week. 
Coach George Sadler's tennis Eagles ran their season record to 
2-0 with a 9-0 win over Marshall. The netters were rained out of a 
meet with Morris Harvey. MSU goes against Centre on Tuesday and 
faces East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech in Johnson City, Tenn., this 
weekend. 
MSU's golfers opened their spring season with a fourth place 
finish in the 10-tearn Kentucky Intercollegiate Tournament at Spring 
Hill country Club in Lexington. 
Max Adani was fourth in the individual competition with a 
36-hole score of 150. 
Coach Ed Bignon' s linksmen aJ.-e participating in the GAC Golf 
Classic a~ Poinciana Fla. this week. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD KY --- Morehead State University's football team will 
face three new opponents during the 1974 season 
Coach Roy Terry's Eag les will make five home appearances at 
Jayne Stadi um including Tennessee Tech in the annual Homecoming 
Game on Oct 26 
'This may be the most ambitious schedule in MSU's football 
history!' said Terry . "With the addition of Ohio University , Western 
Caroli na and the University of Wisconsin at Lacrosse to an 
already tough slate of OVC games we have guaranteed an exciting 
s eason for our fans 11 
MSU will be attempting to improve on last season's 6- 5 
overall mark and a 4-3 worksheet in the Ohio Valley Confe rence . 
The Eagles open the season Sept . 14 at home against Marshall . 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
M:>REHEAD, KY. 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Hundreds of students were honored recently 
during Morehead State University's annual Activities Recognition 
Day. 
Five senior athletes received the President's Cup for 
outstanding careers. MSU President Adron Doran made the awards to 
baseballers Jim Baron of Findlay, Ohio. Homer Cablish of Maysville 
and John Kurtz of Narvon. Pa. and golfers Charl ie Doran of Central 
Square, N.Y. and Mac Adani of Fraser, Mich. 
Other awards incl ude : 
FOOTBALL SCHOLASTIC AWARD--Don Russell, Louisville senior. 
BEST OFFENSIVE BACK--Frank J ones, Owingsville junior. 
BEST OFFENSIVE LINEMAN--Chuck Steiner, Springfield, Ohio, senio1 
BEST DEFEHS I VE BACK--Vic Williams , Birmingha'll , Ala, sophomore. 
BEST DEFENS IVE LINE1-1AN--Louis Gideon, Wi lk i nsburg, Pa •• ge nior. 
HOSS RHODES AWARD--Durwood Brittle, Louisville senior. 
MOST VALUABLE FOOTBALL PLAYER--Nick Nighswander , Burgoon, Ohi~ 
senior. 
OUTSTANDING JUDO PERFORMER--Doug Collier, South Shore , freshman . 
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY "MAN OF THE YEAR"--Joe Gilman, She lbyville 
senior. 
BASI<ETBALL SCHOLASTIC AWARD--Lowell AshbY, Shelbyville senior. 
MOST INSPIRATI ONAL BASKETBALL PLAYER--Eugene Lyons, Pikeville 
senior. 
MOST VALUABLE BASKETBALL PLAYER--Leonard Coulter, Danville 
senior. 
INTRAMURAL OFFIC IALS OF THE YEAR--Tom Hall, Pippa Passes senior 
and Patrice Sorenson , Co lumbus, Ohio, senior . 
EARL SMITH AWARD--Carl Ankrom, Williamson, W. Va . ,senior, and 
Debra Mowers, Warsaw , N. Y. , senior , 
MISS INTRAMURAL AWAP..DS--Nancy Kattine, Georgetown, Ohio , 
sophomor e and ~uana_ Bro~ning, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior. 
MISTER INTRAMURAL AWARDS--Randy Garver, Lock Haven, Pa., senior, 





OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD. KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
Morehead Ky - - - "We are pleased with the overall progress but 
there still is a long way to go before we will be ready to open the 
season on Sept. 14 " 
That's how Morehead State University Head Football Coach 
Roy Terry summed up MSU's spring practice which ended recently . 
The Eagles did not play a spring game. a fact which disappointed 
Terry . 
"We wanted to play the annual Blue- Gold Game." said the third-
year coach "But we ditin't feel we had enough healthy players and 
we could not have played in our stadium." 
The turf at MSU's Jayne Stadium is being reconditioned and 
the Eagles elected to cancel the game. 
Senior quarterback Alex Brawner made a good showing before 
suffering a cracked rib. 
"Alex was superb 'before the injury . " said Terry "He handled 
the ball very well and his passing game is greatly improved." 
"We had good competition for our vacant spots . " he said . 
"The enthusiasm and attitude of our young people was a big plus 
this spring. " 
MSU wi ll be attempting to improve on last season's 6-5 record 
and a 4 - 3 mark in the Ohio Valley Conference . 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
M:>REHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
Morehead State University's spring sports teams have 
returned to action after a siege of bad weather. 
The baseball Eagles played three doubleheaders last week. 
M.SU swept a pair from Marshall University, 3-1 and 3-0, in 
Huntington. Brown University won the opener of a twinbill, 
10-8, and the Eagles bounced back to win the second game, 8-2, 
on the home turf at Allen Field. 
Tennessee Tech swept an Ohio Valley Conference doubleheader 
from the Eagles, 9-8 and 8-2. MSU takes an 0-2 Eastern Division 
slate to Richmond this weekend for an ovc twinbill with Eastern 
Kentucky. 
The Eagle tennis team was defeated by Centre, 5-4, by East 
Tennessee, 8-1, and by Tennessee Tech, 8-1. 
. . 
.rn golf, · MSU finished sixth in the 14-te am GAC Classic in 
Florida. MaX .Adani placed fi f th i n individua l honors. 
A track meet with Eastern Kentucky was cancelled. 





OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
M:>REHEAD , Ky. --- Morehead State University will honor 13 
intercollegiate athletic teams on Monday, April 15, at an All-
Sports Appreciation Dinner. 
The dinner will be held at 6 : 30 p.m. in the ballroom of the 
Adron Doran Unive~sity center and will salute 10 men's athletic 
teams and three women's squads. 
Teams to be honored include men's football, basketball , 
baseball, track, cross-country, soccer , tennis, golf, swimming 
and wrestling and women's basketball, tennis and volleyball. 
MSU's cheerleading corps also will be recognized. 
Tickets for the dinner are priced at $3. Re•ervetione can 
be made by calling 783-2123 or 783-3335. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHFAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783- 3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -·- Morehead State university's spring sports teams 
proved there is truth in the adage that playing at home does make a 
difference. 
MSU's baseball team won a single game from Anderson College and 
then split a doubleheader with the University of Kentucky last week, 
before breaking even in two games at Eastern Kentucky. 
coach Sonny Allen's Eagles took the opener from EKU, 4- 2 , behind 
the pitching of John Kurtz who retired the last 17 men he faced en 
route to his fourth win of the season. 
Eastern bounced back to score four runs in the first inning of 
the nightcap and went on to post a 7··0 victory and drop MSU' s OVC 
record to 1- 3. The Eagles are 8- 7 overall. 
MSU returns home this week to face Ohio University in a single 
game Wednesday and then doubleheaders with Cincinnati on Friday and 
East Tennessee on Saturday. 
The Eagle tennis team posted a 7- 2 win over ~rris Harvey before 
dropping road matches to Western Kentucky and Murray State. The 
netters host Marshall Tuesday and Henry Ford Community College on 
Wednesday. 
Coach Buck Dawson's track squad had its best outing of the season 
with a 88 57 win over Marshall. Freshman Mike Marksbury established a 
new school record in the shot put with a heave of 52 feet. The 
cindermen compete in the Ohio State Relays in Columbus this weekend. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783 - 3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . - -- Morehead State University has announced 
the appointment of James S. (Jimmy) Russell as assistant 
basketball coach . 
Russell , 31 , comes to MSU from the head coaching position at 
Redemptorist High School in Baton Rouge, La. 
He guided Redemptorist to the Louisiana State Class AAA 
state championship in 1973 and 1974 and twice was named "coach 
of the year." 
A 1964 graduate of Louisiana State university . he also 
earned a master's degree in education from the University of 
Mississippi. 
Russell previously served as head coach at Benton, La. and 
compiled a 172 ·· 74 record in eight high school seasons . 
He is married to the former Lynda Minter of Minden , 
Louisiana. They have two children. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
.MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/ 783-3325 
Six Morehead State University athletes rece i ved the 
"Pres ident's Cup 0 Monday night during t he All-Sports Appreciation 
Dinner. 
The awards were presented by President Adron Doran in 
recognition of outstanding athletic accomplishments to three 
basketball players, a football player, a swimmer and distance 
runner . 
Basketball players Leonard Coulter of Danville, Eugene Lyons 
of John creek and Howard Wallen of Williams port were honored to 
signify a combined total of more than 4,000 points during their 
three-yea~ careers . 
Also . saluted were swirmner Ken w~tkins of Indianapolis, Ind . 
trackman Ron Pontrich of Louisville and football quarte rback nave 
Schae tzke of Toledo, Ohio . 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, Ky 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's tennis squad 
fell on hard times last week . 
The team blanked Marshall University , 9-0 , but lost to 
Henry Ford Community College . Middle Tennessee and Austin Peay . 
Coach George Sadler's netrnen face Eastern Kentucky on Tuesday 
and visit Louisville on Friday to wind up the regular season. 
MSU's tennis . golf and track teams will be competing May 17 and 
18 in the OVC Spring Championships at Murray State . 
Coach Buck Dawson's track team participated in the Ohio State 
Relays last weekend and freshman shot putter Mike Marksbury 
shattered the school record for the fourth consectutive time 
this spring . 
Marksbury tossed the shot 53 feet , eight inches , to better his 
mark of 52 feet set two weeks ago against Marshall . 
MSU's track team hosts Kentucky State and Louisville in a 
triangular meet on Wednesday . 
It 11 11 1111 it It 111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University's baseball Eagles 
are preparing for this weekend's Ohio Valley Conference d ivisional 
playoff. 
MSU , 10-10 during the spring season and 22-14 overall, faces 
Tennessee Tech in Cook•ville Saturday at 1 p.m. for the OVC's 
Eastern Division championship. 
Morehead State captured the fall title with a 5-1 mark and 
Tech carved an identical slate in the spring season. The two 
teams meet Saturday in a singlG; nine-inning game to•·determine 
the Eastern .Division's r epresentative in the ovc championship 
series on May 3 an1 4 . 
The teams met earlier this spring and Tech took a double-
header at Morehead, 9-8 and 8-2 . 
MSU coach Sonny Allen described the playing chances of Eag l e 
f irst baseman Homer Cablish as "doubtful". Cablish, a senior , 
suf fered a shoulder injury at Eastern Kentucky, and has been out 
of action for 10 days. 
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MJREHFAI> STATE UNIVERSITY 
Spring Sports Sc~reboard 
BASEBALL (10-10) 
MSU 4-6 , Wittenberg 3-9 
MSU 8-8, Louisville 6-9 
MSU 3-3, Marshall 1-0 
Brown 10-2 , MSU 8-8 
Tenn. Tech 9-8 , MSU 8-2 
MSU 7, Anderson 4 
MSU 7-0 , Kentucky 5-3 
MSU 4-0, Eastern Ky. 2-7 
Ohio U. 6, MSU 3 
MSU 3-5, Cincinnati 2-10 
MSU 5-0, Louisville 4-3 
April 23 K>RRIS HARVEY (2) 1 : 00 p.m 
April 29 At Kentucky (2) 
May 1 MARSHALL (2) 1 : 30 p . m. 
TRACK (2-0) 
MSU 117 , Cumberland 13 
MSU 88 . Marshall 5 7 
TENNIS (4-9) 
MSU 5 , Cumberland 4 
MSU 9 , Marshall 0 
Centre 5, MSU 4 
East Tenn. 8 . MSU 1 
Tenn. Tech 8 , MSU 1 
Cumberland 6, MSU 3 
MSU 7 , Morris Harvey 2 
Western Ky. 9 , MSU O 
Murray State 9, MSU 0 
MSU 9, Marshall O 
Ford Community College 5, MSU 4 
Austin Peay 9 , MSU 0 
Middle Tenn. 9 , MSU 0 
April 23 EASTERN KY. 1 : 30 p.m. 
April 26 At Louisville 
May 17-18 At ovc Championships 
At Richmond , Kentucky 
Ky. Intercollegiate (4th of 10) 
GAC Golf Classic (6th of 14) 
April 24 , KY. STATE & LOUISVILLE 
April 27, At Ball State Relays 
April 30 , At Marshall 
3 p . rn . Tenn. Te ch Invitational 
(4th of 14) 
April 27-28 At Eastern Ky. 
May 2 , At Eastern Ky. Invitational 
May 17-18 , At ovc Championships May 2-3 MSU INVITATIONAL 
May 17-18 At OVC Championships 
**HOME DATES IN ALL CAPS 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Spring Sports Scoreboard 
Continued 
TENNIS---INDIVIDUAL RECORDS 
Singles--Morean 6-7, Erickson 3-10 
Spell 5-8, Emery 5-8 
Dickenson 4-7, Hendrickson 1-1 
Williams 3-7, Hundley 0-1 
Doubles--Morean & Erickson 0-1 
Morean & Williams 3-6 
Spell & Emery 1-2 
Emery & Hendrickson 2-4 
Dickenson & Hundley 2-1 
Williams & Erickson 0-1 
Spell & Erickson 4-6 
Emery & Dickenson 1-1 
Morean & Hendrickson 0-1 
Morean & Emery 1-0 
Dickenson & Hundley 1-0 
TRACK---BEST EFFORTS 
DISCUS : Chuck Neal, 135 1 13/411 
~.SHOTPUT : Mike Marksbury, 53 • 8" 
JAVELIN: Glen Oskin , 174'4" 
HIGH JUMP: Danny Hamblin, 6'4" 
Ron Frederick, 6'4" 
LONG JUMP : Mike Kelley, 22'7" 
TRIPLE JUMP : George Solley, 45'6~" 
POLE VAULT : Mickey Kollros, 14 1 6 11 
440 RELAY: : 42.3 
MILE RELAY : 3:19.5 
120 HIGH HURDLES : Jay Fischer, : 14 . 8 
BASEBALL LEADERS 
HITTING: Greg Tucker, .326 
HOME RUNS : Homer Cablish, 4 
RUNS BATTED IN: Jim Schlemmer, 
17 
PITCHING (WON-LOST): John 
Kurtz, Tinker Chapman, 3-1 
EARNED RUN AVERAGE: Jeff 
Davidson, 0.77 
440 INTERMEDIATE HURDLES: Dan Hamblin, : 55.3 
100-DASH: James Wright , : 10 . 0 
220-DASH: Vic Wharton , : 22 . 5 
440- DASH : Mike Kelley , : 49.0 
880-RUN : Mark Baughey, 1:58.4 
MILE RUN : Doug Osborn, 4 : 12.8 
3-MILE RUN : Dennis Schafer , 14 : 31.8 
~chool Record 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---For the second consecutive yGar, Morehead· 
State is playing Murray State for the Ohio Valley Conference 
baseball championship. 
The Eagles and Racers met in the best-of-three series last 
year at Morehead and the homestanding Eagles won the title. 
The two teams meet in a doubleheader Friday at Murray and a 
single game on Saturday , if necessary . 
Morehead State advanced to the championship series by 
defeating Tennessee Tech, 6-3, on Saturday for the Eastern 
Division title. Senior righthander John Kurtz fired his fourth 
complete game of the year to run his record to 6-1. 
The Eagles took the l ead in the first inning when second 
baseman Jim Baron tripled and first baseman Homer Cablish slugged 
his eighth home run of the year. MSU never trailed. 
Murray State defeated Middle Tennessee , 7-2, to claim the 
Western Division championship. The Racers carry a 34-13 record 
into the series . 
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MOt'EI{E...l\~ C::TA l'E UIHVE~SITY 
Spring S9orts Score~oar~ 
BA C:Ef'ALL ( l 1-1 1. ) 
MSU 4 - ), l'!itten'Jerg 3-9 
MSU S-~ Louisville 6-9 
MSU 1-3 M:::irsha l_l 1-0 
Brown l~ -? MSU 3- 3 
Tenn Tech q_3 MSU : -2 
MSU 7 , An~erson ~ 
MSU 7-0 ~entucky 5-3 
MSU ~-~ E::tstern ~Y- ?-7 
Ohio U . ) ~'!SU 1 
ncu 3- 5 Cincinn3ti_ ?-1 . 
M.c:u s- · Louic:vi.lle 11.-3 
MS U lS-~. Morris H~rvev 14-3 
MSU 1 X::tv ~er ' 
MC:U ~ Tennesse8 Tec h 3 
(OVC E.::istern ·)i_vi ('"ion Plavoff ) 
April ? ~ At K~ntucky (~) 
May 1 MA: SF_.l\LL (") l ·· :L"' p. n . 
l,li~v 1 - ~ At Murray Stat~ 
(OVC Ch 1,"" Y'Jionsh i_·') c:eri.es) 
IV: ::u 117 cu·:.1~'1erlan'1 13 
ESU ,-_,_ ! I1;:i r sha J_l S7 
M..SU 117 Kv . State 39, Louisvil l e 
?? 
Apr i l 29 . At Mars~ a ll 
rray ?. At Eastern Ky. 
May 17-1 ~ A t ovc Ch 3roDi.OnRhips 
~· .. ,·,:-:m1E l)ATEC: IN ALL CAPS 
TENPI .S ( 5 -1 C, ) 
M.~u 5 . Cufil:>erland 4 
MSU 9, MarEhall 0 
Centre 5 .. MS U 4 
East Tenn . 8 , M~U 1 
Tenn Tech 3 , MSU 1 
Cu~Jerlan1 5 , MSU 3 
f:ISU 7 . Morris Harvey 2 
~estern Ky. 9 , MSU ~ 
Murray State 9 , MSU J 
HSU 9 , Marsha l l 0 
I'ord Co!· . .._inuni ty Colleg e 5, MSU 4 
Au~tin Peay 9 , MS U 0 
Midlle Tenn . 9, MSU 1 
Eastern ~y . 7. MSU 2 
M"U 7, LouisvilJ.e 2 
Eay 17-1~ :\t ·011c Ch '!•n : i.onr.i1 i os 
GOLF 
Ky. Intercollegi ate (4th of 10 } 
GAC ~olf Classic (Sth of 14 ) 
Tenn. T~ch Invit~tional (4 th of 
~. 1) 
Eas tern Xy . Invitational (4th of 
l '"' } 
May 2-3 , fr.S U UJVITA 'I'IONAL 
I·1iay 17-18 At OVC Cha--:i:-iionships 
. ' 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, Ky 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
Morehead State University President Adron Doran presented 
five athletes with the "Presidents Cup" Tuesday during MSU's · 
Activities Recognition Day. 
Honored were baseballers John Kurtz of Narvon, Pa., Jim 
Baron of Findlay, Ohio and Homer Cablish of Maysville and 
golfers Max Adani of Fraser, Mich., and Charlie Doran of Central 
Square, N.Y. 
"These young men have distinguished th·emselves as athletes 
apd I am l}onored _th~t they have accepted the President's Cup" 
said Dr. Doran. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MJREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University President Adron 
Doran announced Monday afternoon that G. E. {Sonny) Moran has been 
selected as the University's new athletic director . 
Moran, 47, assumes the position on July 1. He succeeds Robert 
Laughlin who retired last summer. Dr. Gene Scholes, an administrative 
assistant to Dr. Doran , has served as acting athletic director during 
the interim. 
Moran comes to MSU from West Virginia University where he 
recently resigned after nine years on the basketball staff, including 
the last five as head coach . Previously , he served eight years as 
basketball coach and athletic director at Morris Harvey College in 
Charleston , w. va. 
"Sonny Moran has a rich background of preparation and experience 
which eminently qualifies h i m for this important post, " said President 
Doran. "We feel fortunate to attract a young man of his calibre." 
Dr. Doran said Moran's appointment was unanimously recommended 
by MSU's athletic committee and that he would be responsible for 
administration of men's and women's intercollegiate athletic programs. 
Moran, a former basketball and baseball standout at Morris Harvey, 
served as a high school coach in Elkview, w. va . and Charleston , W. Va . 
b efore joining t he Morris Harvey athletic staff i n 1957. He also 
coached tennis and baseball at the Charleston college. 
Moran is married to the former Betty Morgan. They have two 
daughters. 
President Doran sai d the recommendation of Moran would be 
submit ted this Saturday to the MSU Board of Regents. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Four guards and a forward are the first recruits 
of Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Jack Schalow. 
"We felt we have more than adequate talent returning on the front 
line so we focused our recruiting on the backcourt," said Schalow, who 
was appointed two months ago. 
The new Eagles are: 
~Forrest Pearson, a 6-1 guard from Lynch High School and an 
honorable mention All-State selection. 
~ Mike Russell, a 6-4 guard from Madison Central High School and an 
' . 
all-conference pick. llu.""~() 
Tony Hopson, a 5-11 guard transfer from Mt. Hood Community College 
inEand~Ore~ 
Ken Sansbury, a 6-4 forward from Mt. Clemens High School in Mt. 
/ 
Clemens, Michigan, a first team All-State selection. 
Schalow also announced that former warf ield High School All-Stater 
Joe Stepp was transferring to MSU from Ohio State. He will not be 
eligible until the 1975-76 season. 
"We feel these young men will be excellent additions to our 
program," Schalow said. "They will fit into our style of play and we 




MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Spring Sports Scoreboard 
BASEBALL (15-15) 
FALL & SPRING (23-17) 
MSU 4-6, Wittenberg 3-9 
MSU 8-8, Louisville 6-9 
MSU 3-3, Marshall 1-0 
Brown 10-2, MSU 8-8 
Tenn. Tech 9-8 , MSU 8-2 
MSU 7, Anderson 4 
MSU 7-0, Kentucky 5-3 
MSU 4-0, Eastern Ky. 2-7 
Ohio U. 6 , MSU 3 
MSU 3-5, Cincinnati 2-10 
MSU 5-0, Louisville 4-3 
MSU 15-6, Morris Harvey 14-8 
MSU 3 , Xavier O 
MSU 6, Tennessee Tech 3 
(OVC Eastern Division Playoff) 
MSU 5-5, Kentucky 4-6 
MSU 8-1, Marshall 3-14 
Murray State 6-3, MSU 1-2 
(OVC Championship Series) 
TRACK (3-0) 
MSU 117 , Cumberland 13 
MSU 88, Marshall 57 
MSU 117, Ky. State 39, 
Louisville 22 
MSU 92, Marshall 62 
Eastern Ky. 94, MSU 55 
Cumberland 22, Kentucky St. 13 
May 17-18 At OVC Championships 
TENNIS (5-10) 
MSU 5 , Cumberland 4 
MSU 9 , Marshall 0 
centre 5, MSU 4 
East Tenn. 8, MSU 1 
Tenn. Tech 8 , MSU 1 
Cumberland 6 , MSU 3 
MSU 7, Morris Harvey 2 
Western Ky. 9, MSU 0 
Murray State 9, MSU 0 
MSU 9 , Marshall 0 
Ford Community College 5, MSU 4 
Austin Peay 9, ~u O 
Middle Tenn. 9, MSU 0 
Eastern Ky. 7, MSU 2 
MSU 7 , Louisville 2 
May 17-18 At OVC Championships 
Ky. Intercollegiate (4th of 10) 
GAC Golf Classic (6th of 14) 
Tenn. Tech Invitational (4th of 
14) 
Eastern Ky. Invitational (4th of 
10) 
May 17-18 At OVC Championships 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, Ky . 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD , Ky.---Morehead State U~iversity Baseball Coach Sonny 
Allen is disappointed but not displeased with MSU's second place 
finish in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
The Eagles lost a best-of-three playoff series to Murray State · 
last weekend , 6-1 and 3-2 , as the Racers succeeded them as league 
champs 
First baseman Homer Cablish drove in all three Eagle runs with 
two doubles . Outfielders Mac Whitaker and Greg Tucker established 
new MSU baseball records for at-bats in a season. 
Each went to the plate 127 times, eclipsing the old mark of 
124 set by Steve Baker last year. 
In the first game, Murray State scored four runs in the first 
two innings . John Kurtz started for the Eagles but Tinker Chapman 
replaced him in the first and went the rest of the way. 
In the nightcap, lefthander Jim Duff pitched nine and two-
thirds innings before leaving with the score tied. Murray State 
rigrtfielder Rich Weisman led off the 13th inning with his fifth 
home run of the season to give the Racers the title . Jeff Garman 
was the losing pitcher. 
"We were pleased with the way our young men battled back and 
carried the second game into extra innings," said Allen. "We were 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KtNTUCKY 40351 
MAY 6, 1974 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
STATEMENT BY MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT ADRON DORAN 
CONCERNING THE APPOINTMENT OF G. E~ (SONNY) MORAN AS DIRECTOR 
OF ATHLETICS AT MSU: 
WITH THE UNANIMOUS APPROVAL OF THE ATHLETIC COMMITTEE, 
HAVE DECIDED TO RECOMMEND TO THE BOARD OF REGENTS THAT MR. 
G. E. (SONNY) MORAN BE NAMED DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY, EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1974. 
SONNY MORAN HAS A RICH BACKGROUND OF PREPARATION AND 
EXPERIENCE WHICH EMINENTLY QUALIFIES HIM FOR THIS IMPORTANT 
POST. 
HE COMES TO US AFTER 4 YEARS AS AN ASSISTANT BASKETBALL 
COACH AND 5 YEARS AS HEAD BASKETBALL COACH AT WEST VIRGINIA 
UNIVERSITY ••••• AND PRIOR TO THAT HE SERVED 8 YEARS AS HEAD 
BASKETBALL COACH AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR AT MORRIS HARVEY COLLEGE 
IN CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA. 
WE FEEL FORTUNATE TO ATTRACT A YOUNG MAN OF HIS CALIBER 
TO THE UNIVERSITY. 
NOTE: 
MORAN, 47, SUCCEEDS ROBERT LAUGHLIN WHO RETIRED IN 1973. 
DR. GENE ·SCHOLES (SKOLES) HAS SERVED AS ACTING ATHLETIC 
DIRECTOR SINCE THAT TIME. 
i 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is hosting the 
Morehead Regional high school track meet next Tuesday and 
Wednesday. 
The meet will be held at Jayne Stadium and is a preliminary 
to the state meet May 24 and 25 at Bowling Green. 
Class A boys and girls teams compete Tuesday with the class 
AA competition scheduled Wednesday. 
Class A schools entered include Bath County, Betsy Lane, 
Catlettsburg, Elkhorn City, Fairview, Johns Creek, Lewis County, 
Louisa, Morgan County, Mullins, Millard, Pikeville, Raceland, 
University Breckinridge, Virgie, West Carter, Wheelwright and 
Wolfe County . 
Class AA schools are Allen Central, Belfry, Boyd County 
East Carter, Fleming County, Greenup County, Johnson Central, 
Mason County, Ashland Paul Blazer, Prestonsburg, Rowan County, 
Russell and Sheldon Clark. 
Field events and trials in the running events begin at 
10 a.m. each day. Finals in the running events are scheduled to 
start at 1 p.m. each day. 
Admission is 50 cents for students and one dollar for other 
persons. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MO REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD , KY. 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/ 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky .---The Morehead Distr i ct high school baseball 
tournament opens Monday at Morehead State University ' s Allen 
Field. 
West Carter and East Carter meet in the 11: 30 a . m. opener 
and University Breckinridge faces Rowan County at 2 p.m. 
The championship game is Tuesday at 1 p.m . 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
K>REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, I<ENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
K>REHEAD, Ky. --- With regular season play completed, Morehead 
State University's spring sports teams have turned their attention 
to the Ohio Valley Conference spring championships this weekend. 
The competition in golf, track and tennis is scheduled Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday at Murray State University. 
MSU's golf team will defend its OVC title, won last year at 
Morehead. MSU sophomore Eddie Mudd is the current ovc individual 
champ. 
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers enter the OVC tournament, however, 
without a tournament championship this season. 
Coach Buck Dawson's track squad will be attempting to climb 
out of the OVC cellar. Dawson, in his first year at MSU, has 
guided the Eagles to three straight wins in dual meets. 
MSU's tennis team also finished last in 1973. coach George 
Sadler's netters finished with a 4-10 overall mark this season. 
Golf and tennis competition opens Thursday and continues 
through Saturday. Track starts Friday and ends Saturday. 
111111111111 
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K>REllEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1974 Basketball outlook 
With only two starters r eturning, Morehead State University Head 
Basketball Coach Jack Schalow enters his first season at the Eagle 
helm with a mixture of experience and youth. 
"We will be relying on young players in key positions," said 
Schalow. "The soone r they accept such responsibility and adapt to 
the situation, the more successful we will be ." 
Schalow, former associate coach at Louisiana State Universi~y , 
inherited center Ted Hundley (6-8, So., 6.8 ppg) and fono;ard Arch 
Johnson (6-6 , Sr., 13.6 ppg) from last year's Ohio Valley Conference 
co-champions . 
But the Eagles were hit hard by graduation, losing All-Ohio 
valley Conference standouts Leonard Coulter, Eugene Lyons and Howard 
Wallen. All were members of MSU's 1,000-point club. 
Schalow centered his recruiting in the backcourt and found three 
guards. The newcomer s are freshmen Forrest Pearson (6-1) and Mike 
Russell (6-4) and j uco transfer Tony Hopson (5-11). Returnees at 
guard are James Washington (6- 1 , Sr., 5.2 ppg) , J. J. Farris (6-1, Sr . , 
3.2 ppg) and Gene Frye (6-6, Sr., 1 .6 ppg). 
Returning on the front line, in addition to Johnson and Hundley, 
are part-time starter George Williams (6-8, Sr., 5.2 ppg) and Ron 
Frederick (6-8, So., 3.5 ppg). Freshman Ken Sansbury (6-4) could see 
action at forward . 
"We will stress defense and run with the ball on offense," said 
the first- year head coach. "The team that controls the t empo of the 
game will usually end up the winne r. " 
MSU lost three of its top four scorers and may have difficulty 
matching last year's 17-9 mark. Schalow sees Western Kentucky, Austin 






















1974 IC>R!HEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
JUNIOR VARSI'l'Y CUMULATIVE STATISTICS 
RECORD: 11-3 
G FG PCT !:!. PCT ~ AVG P! 
2 15-37 .405 14-17 .824 30 15.0 l 
11 66-97 .680 9-15 .600 37 3.4 24 
14 95-132 .719 9-14 .642 58 4.1 7 
11 60-115 .522 26-50 .520 96 8.7 10 
12 57-117 .487 23-30 .767 31 2.5 73 
14 70-119 .588 15-23 .652 13 0.9 42 
6 34-89 .382 4-8 .500 51 8.5 3 
4 25-49 .510 7-14 .500 14 3.5 15 
14 57-97 .587 15-25 .600 48 3.4 22 
8 15-42 .357 11-16 .688 7 0.9 8 
2 4-5 .800 0-0 .ooo 0 o.o 0 
9 14-39 .359 5-9 .632 23 2.6 5 
3 3-10 .300 5-6 .833 0 0.0 l 
8 6-22 .273 0-2 .000 4 0.5 0 
6 3-9 .333 0-4 .ooo 3 0.5 0 
4 1-2 .500 2-2 1.000 1 0.3 0 
2 0-0 .ooo 1- 3 . 333 2 1.0 0 
s 1-3 .333 0- 1 .ooo 0 o.o l 
~ ~ ~ 
7-1 44 22 . 0 
21-0 141 12.8 
18-0 199 14.2 
32-2 156 14 .l 
23-0 137 11.4 
35-0 155 11.0 
17-0 72 12 .o 
11-0 57 14.2 
34-0 129 9.2 
13-0 41 5.1 
0-0 8 4.0 
9-0 33 3.6 
2-0 11 3.6 
5-0 12 1.5 
5-0 6 1.0 
3-0 4 1.0 
3-0 1 .s 
6-0 2 . 4 
YOUNG EAGLES 14 52 6-984 .534 14'-241 .609 418 29.9 212 255-3 1195 85.3 
OPPONENTS 14 474-723 
Georget own 106, M.SU 71 
MSU 88, Pikeville 77 
MSU 76 , Marshall 67 
.656 l.55-218 • 711 491 35.l 185 249-8 1103 
RESULTS 
MSU 67 , Transylvania 66 
Lees 90, MSU 89 
MSU 86 , Transylvania 72 






















MSU 117, Southeastern c.c. 70 
MSU 92, Georgetown 78 
MSU 102, East Tennessee 101~ (3 OT) 
MSU 71 , Marshall 69 
MSU 95 , East Tennessee 93 (OT) 
MSU 78, Pikeville 68 
Eastern Kentucky 75, MSU 74 
5-14-74fh 
MSU 95, Eastern Kentucky 71 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
M>REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(Special to Morehead News) 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
The 34th annual Kentucky High School Baseball Tournament 
opens Monday at Morehead State University. 
The four-day tournament, to be played at MSU's John {Sonny) 
Allen Fie ld, is sponsored by the Kentucky High School Athletic 
Association. 
Play begins Monday at 2 p.m. with Louisville Trinity {26-7) 
meeting the winner of the Johnson Central regional. Somerset 
(21-5) faces the Ohio County Regional winner at 4 p.m. 
Tuesday's action will send Elizabethtown {34-5) against 
Covington Holy Cross (26-7) at 2 p.m. and the Lexington Regional 
winner against the Murray Regional winner at 4 p.m. 
Semi-finals are scheduled Wednesday at 2 and 4 p.m., with the 
championship game set Thursday at 2 p.m. 
MSU President Adron Doran and K.H.S.A.A. Commissioner Joe B. 
Mansfield will throw out the ceremonial first pitch before Monday's 
opener. 
The eight regional winners will be attempting to succeed 
Lexington Henry Clay at the state high school baseball champion. 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three of Morehead State University's spring 
sports teams finished their seasons last weekend in the annual Ohio 
Valley Conference Spring Championships. 
MSU's golf team, the defending ovc champs, finished the 54-hole 
tourney in sixth place. Defending individual titlist Eddie Mudd, 
Louisville sophomore, was 12th. 
The Eagle track squad scored more points than any MSU team 
since 1965 but could not escape the cellar. MSU scored on a third 
place finish in the shot put by Mike Marksbury, Glen Oskin's third 
place in the javelin, fifth place by Jay Fischer in the 120-yard 
hurdles and a fifth place finish in the mile relay. 
MSU's tennis team lost all six singles matches and three 
doubles matches in the first round and finished last. 
The Eagles established two school records in track and field 
competition as Oskin threw the javelin 202 feet , 9 inches and Mike 
Kelley clocked 53.4 seconds in the 440-yard hurdles. 
111111111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD,Ky.---Morehead State University's All-Sports Camps 
open June 23 for boys and July 7 for girls. 
Open to ages 8 through 16, the camps provide instruction in 
one major sport and two minor sports for each person. Boys sports 
include football, baseball, basketball, track and field, athletic 
student management and horsemanship. Girls may choose from 
basketball, track and field, volleyball, cheerleading and . 
horsemanship. 
Fees for regular campers is $75, which includes instruction, 
housing and three daily meals. Commuters pay $45 for instruction 
and lunch. 
Campers will be housed and fed in MSU's air-conditioned 
residence halls. All youngsters will be covered by a group 
accident_ insurance. policy. 
The boys' session runs from June 23 to June 28 and girls' 
instruction is scheduled from July 7 to July 12. 
More information may be obtained from Coach Roy Terry, MSU 
All-Sports Camp, Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky. 40351 
II 11 ll II II II 1111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MJREREAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
OOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
Special to Morehead News 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
Former Morehead State University basketball st·ar Lamar Green 
was chosen by the New Orleans franchise in the recent National 
Basketball Association expansion draft. 
Green, an All-Ohio Valley Conference pick in 1968 and 1969, 
was drafted from the roster of the Phoenix Suns. He has been with 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFROMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
Morehead State University President Adron Doran said Friday 
that at least seven MSU athletes may be ineligible for the 1974-75 
school year because of erroneous instructions given the University 
by Ohio Valley Comference Commissioner Arthur L. Guepe. 
Heading the list are 6-6 senior guard Gene.Frye in basketball 
and senior wrestler Mickey Rzymek . Others on the list, which does 
not include football, are pitcher James Duff in baseball, distance 
runners Dennis Schafer and Doug Osborn in track , golfer Bob 
Breitmeyer and diver Billy Lowe in swimming . 
Dr. Doran said the university's admissions sta£f had not completed 
checking the status of returning football players . 
"We are sorely disappointed that this situation developed 
without our knowledge ," President Doran added. "It is appall:ing to 
think these young men may be penalized for something· neither they 
nor the University caused." 
Dr. Doran said MSU would report its situation to the NCAA as 
soon as all records have bee n examined to determine if other athletes 
were declared eligible on the basis of SAT scores instead of ACT test 
results. 
Records in the MSU registrar's office indicate that nearly all of 
the affected athletes took the ACT after enrolling. 
"Our athletic personnel acted on the written advice of the 
conference corrunissioner," Dr. Doran said. "This situation is primarily 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
~~REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Four Morehend State University players have 
been named to the 1974 All-Ohio Valley Conference Baseball Team. 
First baseman Horner Cablish, outfielder Greg Tucker, shortstop 
Jim Brockman and pitcher John Kurtz were named to the Eastern 
Division team selected by conference coaches. 
Cablish, a senior from Bradenton, Fla., was named fo~ the second 
time. He led the eagles in home runs with eigh~ runs batted in with 
31 and batting with an average of .321. He is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Homer Cablish, 1818 43rd St. West , Bradenton, Fla. He is a 
graduate of Maysville High School. 
Tucker, a sophomore from Hillsboro, Ohio, led MSU with 127 at-
bats, a new school record. He tied for the team lead in base hits 
with 39, and batted .307. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Royal Tucker, 
338 South High St., Hillsboro. 
Brockman, a freshman from Findlay, Ohio, hit a .291 during his 
first collegiate season and committed only nine errors during MSU's 
40-game season. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brockman, 1031 
Selby St., Findlay, and is a graduate of Findlay High School. 
(MORE) 
1974 All-Ohio Valley Conference Baseball Team 2-2-2-2-2 
Kurtz , a senior frum Na~von , Pa., pooted a 6-2 mcrk this spring 
with an earned run average of 4 . 87. He led the team in strikeouts 
and pitched the Eagles to the Eastern Division championship. Kurtz 
is the son of Mrs. Dorothy s. Kurtz, R. D. #2, Narvon, Pa. 
Morehead State compiled a 23-17 record and finished second in 
the Ohio Valley Conference race. 
II II II II II 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
M:>REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(Special to The Morehead News) 
TELEPHONE: 
606/783-3325 
The 34th annual Kentucky State High School Baseball 
Tournament opened Monday at Morehead State University but not 
before two local teams finished the regional tournament. 
Rowan County and Bath County, forced to delay their 
championship game for nearly a week due to rain, finally met 
in the finals with the BCHS Wildcats winning, 6-5. 
Rowan County took an early 401 lead but Bath County stormed 
back to score five times in the fourth inning to go ahead 6-4. 
The Vikings added another run in the bottom of the seventh 
but left the tying and potential winning runs on base. 
Bath County advanced to the opening game of the state 
tourname nt and defeated Louisville Trinity 4-3, scoring three 
runs in the bottom of the seventh inning . In other first round 
action, Somerset d e feated Madisonville 8-4. 
First round action continued Tuesday with the semi-finals 
scheduled Wednesday and the finals on Thursday. 
II II II II II 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMA'rION 
MOREHEAD s·rATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD,Ky.---Tbe third annual Morehead State University 
Golf Camp opens June 9 for the first of three week-long sessions. 
The camp, under the supervision of MSU golf coach and club 
professional Ed Bignon, has boys enrolling June 9 and June 16. 
A camp for girls starts June 23. 
Fees for the camp are $100, including instruction, meals, 
housing and insurance. 
Purposes of the camp are to aquaint youngsters with golf 
fundamentals and to provide opportunities for supervised play. All 
sessions are held at MSU's nine-hole course. 
Each session is limited to 40 golfers. Additional information 
is available from Coach Ed Bignon, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351. 
###### 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
TELEPHONE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD,Ky.---Morehead State University has announced a 
25-game basketball schedule for the 1974-75 season. including 
the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. 
Coach Jack Schalow's Eagles will make 14 appearances in 
Wetherby Gymnasium and 11 on the road. 
The card includes the other seven OVC institutions and 
regional foe Marshall. 
Appearing for the first time are Northern Kentucky State, 
Baptist College, Akron. Ball State. California and Pacific. 
The Eagles are resuming their rivalry with Xavier University. 
Louisiana Tech and Georgia State are holdovers from the 1973-74 
season. 
"We feel this is a very representative schedule," said 
Schalow. "There are some new opponents and some traditional ones, 
the main ingredients for increased fan appeal." 
The Eagles open the 1974 season at home Nov. 29 against 
Northern Kentucky State College. 
II 1111 II II 111111# 
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(NOTE: Detailed Schedule Enclosed) 
_J 
OP:'?T.CZ Oli' SPORTS l HFORM .. h.TION 
MORI::HE..Zill STATE UNIV~RSITY 
MOREH&l\D, KY 40351 
TELEP:i:-!0~~3 
606/701·-3.325 
MOREHEAD,Ky . -- ·R"1HOJ ~·ouea, a top hitting second baseman from 
Wingo High School, is Morehe~d Sta·::e University' !Z ~ :~rst bns-::l:-a.11 
r.~.::rnit of the year. 
He batted .500 this spring and compiled a career average of 
.430. Named Wingo's most valuable player, he led the Indians of 
Coach Wayne Wadlington to the regional tournament. 
Also a basketball standout, the new Eagle is the son nf 
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Jones, Rt. 2, Mayfield. 
"Randy has excellent potential as a college player," said 
MSU Baseball Coach Sonney Allen. "We're delighted to have him 
in our program." 
1111111111 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORL'VlATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
'l'EI.:3 P::aOt-1E 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Th e seventh annual Morehead State University 
Golf Tournament opens July 5 at the MSU course. 
Competition in the championship flight will consist o f medal 
play and all other flights will be match play. 
Persons may enter the championship flight by declaration . 
Entrants in all other flights must qualify or use attested 
handicaps. 
Any golfer making a hole-in-one on holes 5 or 14 will win a 
1974-model automobile. 
The 54-hole tournament concludes July 7 with a Saturday 
evening barbecue. 
The entry fee is $17.50 and the deadline is noon on July 3. 
More information is available from Ed Bignon, Morehead State 
University Golf course , Box 253, Morehead, Ky. 40351. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 




MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has announced the 
signing of two Covington catholic High School products to swimming 
grants-in-..aid. 
Warren Whalen and Timothy van Sant are the latest recruits of 
Coach Bill Mack. 
Whalen was the recipient of Covington catholic's "Most Improved 
Swimmer Award" and Van Sant was selected as the "Most Valuable 
Swimmer." 
Whalen is the son of Mrs. Laverne Whalen, 3 Lynn St., Florence. 
Van Sant is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William E. van Sant, 101 
Holaday Lane, Lakeside Park. 
They were coached by Andy Hagedorn at Covington Catholic. 
ltllllllllll 
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